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WHOSE LAND IS IT'? 

The Battle for the Great Basin National Park, 

1957-196'7 

Gary E. Elliot 

IN NEVADA, A STATE TRADITIONALLY controlled by mining and stock
raising interests, the proposal for the Great Basin National Park proved to 
be the intersection where issues of commercialism and the environment 
clashed. Ever since Virginia surrendered ownership of its western land to 
the national government in 1781, the question has remained, whose land is 
it?l Debate over issues of ownership, distribution, and development have 
raged unabated for two centuries. Initially the American West was seen as 
a storehouse of natural resources to be exploited by land speculators, 
railroads, and extractive industries. Mining and, later, agriculture and stock 
raising were the dominant western industries by the close of the nine
teenth century. In the first two decades of the twentieth century, the old 
"rip, rape, and run'~ view of the landscape !etreated as concern for 
conservation and the efficient management of natural resources came to 
the fore. This kind of conservation and its philosophy were in tum strongly 
challenged in the post World War II era as the environmental movement 
stressed the quality of the planet's life experience over scientific 
management and harvesting of wilderness resources. 

By the 1950s, national parks were big business spurred on by Mission 66, 
a plan by park director Conrad Wirth that brought millions in tourist 
dollars into local economies by advertising the recreational advantages and 
scenic beauty of the national parks. States reaped enormous financial ben
efits from gasoline taxes, motel and restaurant business, concession sales, 
and sales of other consumer goods. ~1eanwhile, the federal government 
absorbed the cost of park road maintenance, payrolls, and upkeep. 

Gary E. Elliott received his Ph.D in history from Northern Arizona UniverSity. He specializes in 
the twentieth-century American \Vest. This paper was presented at the Nevada History Conference in 
May 1989 in Reno, Nevada. 

The author wishes to thank Candace Kant of the Community College of Southern N e ... ·ada History 
Depa.:rtment for many helpful suggestions for impro\-ing this article. He also extends special thanks to 
Michael Green. doctoral student in history at Columbia University. for taking time to read and 
comment on this essay. 
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Parks alone accounted for $2 billion in business sales, of which $150 
million found its way into local economies.2 

The desire to cash in on a growing national park system, coupled with a 
preservationist impulse to save part of Nevada's natural heritage, was the 
key reason why Nevada Senators Alan Bible and Howard Cannon 
supported the Great Basin National Park plan.3 

The move to establish a park in the Great Basin began in 1957 as the 
Great Basin Range National Park Association sought to preserve the natu
ral wonders of Wheeler Peak, Lehman Caves and the bristlecone pine.4 

The follOwing year, Bible asked the Department of the Interior to investi
gate the possibility of establishing a park along the Snake Range in eastern 
Nevada. Alarmed, the state's mining and grazing interests marshalled 
forces to oppose the park plan, which they perceived as a threat to their 
traditional dominance of land use in White Pine County. ~'laking money 
was the mining industJ)"s only concern .. Little, if any, thought was given to 
the environment.5 

Nevada and White Pine County shared the twin legacy of economic vo
racity and environmental neglect. Beginning in the 1870s, White Pine 
County, like most of the mining West, suffered a depreSSion that engen
dered increased reliance on stock raising, particularly in the Duck and 
Steptoe valleys. However, by the first decade of the twentieth century, 
extraction of low-grade copper became profitable and the county experi
enced an economic resurgence powered by mining and livestock raising. 6 

White Pine County ultimately became the largest producer of mineral 
wealth in the history of Nevada. But by the 1950s, reduced government 
stockpiles, foreign competition, and reciprocal trade policies combined to 
depress mining throughout the county.7 Of White Pine's thirty-seven 
mining districts, only four were affected by the Great Basin National Park 
plan, and those four did not include the Robinson District, in whose cop
per production 95 percent of the count)ls mineral wealth was concen
trated. The districts in question included the ~Iount Washington District 
on the western slope of the Snake Range which produced one thousand 
tons of tungsten between 1952 and 1955, and which held large beryllium 
deposits discovered in 1959, none yet sold. The Osceola District, where 
gold and tungsten were extracted, accounted for about a million dollars in 
sales between 1902 and 1959. Records for the Shoshone District are 
incomplete, but production sales were less than two million dollars by the 
1950s. Finally, the tungsten district, containing the famed Wheeler Peak, 
was inactive during most of its histOIY, prodUCing only $363,000, mostly 
from lead production. 8 

Clearly, mining production in eastern White Pine County, near the pro
posed park, was insignificant. Nevertheless, the industry took the firm 
position that any change in land use policy would inhibit future mineral 
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production. Still, mining opposition paled in comparison with that of the 
ranchers, who followed the time-honored Nevada pattern of opposing any 
regulation of the public domain that was in conflict with their industry's 
welfare. Their power had historically been exercised in a negative way
that is, they acted to prevent enactment of legislation they opposed rather 
than to influence passage of laws they favored. The battle over land use 
policy in eastern Nevada proved to be no exception. 9 

The western livestock industry is the single most destructive force on the 
public lands. l\10reover, stock raisers have benefited from a welfare system 
that is rivaled only by the subsidization of water for agribusiness. Some 
critics have labeled the system U cowboy welfare" and its recipients 
.. welfare parasites. " 10 Nevertheless, the industry argued that its members 
deserved priority use of the range because of their vested rights, extending 
back to the nineteenth century. In the 1950s, stock producers still viewed 
themselves as U innocent victims" of unfair regulation and braced for the 
assault on the public domain by recreation enthusiasts who wanted na
tional parks. Based on the custodial record of land management, the 
ranchers' arguments cannot be supported, particularly in Nevada, which 
has a long record of range deterioration through overgrazing. Il 

Throughout the nineteenth century, the open range suffered from the 
overgrazing of sheep and cattle. Species of grasses were entirely elimi
nated, and this in tum caused erosion, destruction of watersheds, silting of 
reservoirs, killing of stream fish, and a host of other problems. Regulation 
was badly needed. Because grazing was among the commercial uses of the 
forest, the United States Forest Service was the first to act.12 Regulations 
were enacted and fees charged for use of the national forest. Then, in 
1924, the Forest Service announced an increase in fees and ignited a fire 
storm of protest in the West. The irrepressible Oregon senator, Robert N. 
Stanfield, added fuel to the controversy by holding hearings to oppose any 
increase in fees, arguing that ranchers had vested rights in the land and 
merited special privileges because they had pioneered settlement of the 
WesLI3 

No sooner had the uproar over Senator Stanfield's hearings subsided 
than the 1934 Taylor Grazing Act which created the Crazing Service, was 
passed; it regulated grazing outside the national forest on what had been 
the open range. Grazing districts were established, with fees based on the 
cost of administration rather than the price of forage, and 50 percent of the 
fee income was returned to the states. In additional, adviSOry boards were 
authorized in each district to make recommendations to the head of the 
grazing district, whose appointment was based on field experience rather 
than college training. Here was the theory of home rule, through decen
tralization and industry participation, that was to stand as a model 
for future government regulation. But the first fee increase proposed 
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Mt. Wheeler, White Pine County, Nevada, is the focal point in the Great Basin 
National Park. (C.D. Gallagher Collection, Nevada Historical Society) 

under the act propelled Nevada stockmen into court to oppose the hike 
despite the overwhelming evidence of its need. After initial victories in 
local courts, the ranchers finally lost when the United States Supreme 
Court in 1941 upheld the govemmenfs right to increase grazing fees. 
'Thereafter, Senator Patrick McC'arran of Nevada came to the aid of his 
grazing constituents and launched a bitter attack on the Crazing Service.14 

Senator ~1 cCarran' s hearings took place intermittently from 1941 to 
1946, with grandstand tours through the West, including fourteen days in 
Nevada that featured three different appearances in Ely. At issue were the 
fees the Crazing Service charged ranchers to use the public domain. 
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Despite clear evidence to the contrary, M cCarran insisted that the rates 
should be lowered. He browbeat and intimidated every witness from the 
Grazing Service in what has been described as a U merciless attack.~' 

Rarely has an agency been su bj ected to abuse on the scale inflicted by 
~1cCarran's committee. I5 The result was a budget reduction for the 
Grazing Service, which restricted its ability to supervise grazing on the 
public lands. Stockmen did as they pleased, and the land suffered. 

When McCarran's committee recommended state and private ownership 
of public lands, the National Wool Growers Association jOined the fray. 
This group opposed the creation of national monuments by executive 
order, favored repeal of the antiquities act that authorized withdrawal of 
lands for parks and recreation, and supported open grazing in the national 
parks. Still, the associati.on paused long enough in its condemnation of 
federal land policy to recommend a high protective tariff to restrict foreign 
competition. I6 In 1952, the national Republican party platform committee 
echoed those sentiments by endorsing a plank advocating the right of 
stockmen to appeal through the courts when confronted with adverse 
administrative rulings on range policy. 

While the mining and stock industries could count on established 
political interests to SUpPDrt the status quo, they lacked the mDmentum 
and force of the new ideas found in the arguments of recreati.onists. ~'lore 
impDrtant, the new constituencies that developed parallel with suburban 
growth were influencing the positiDns taken by politicians and agency 
employees. The examples of Alan Bible and Howard Cannon are two 
classic cases wherein Nevada's traditional eCDnDmic interests had to be 
balanced against the desires of urbanites for expanded recreational activity. 

In additiDn to maintaining continued support for mining and defense, 
Democrats Bible and Cannon suppDrted the livestock industry with equal 
vigor. They denounced the impDrt Df sheep and beef from New Zealand 
and implored the tariff commission to aid Neva_da ranchers.I7 But their 
support for the state's customary economic base did not extend to prevent
ing the economic expansion and diversification that the infusion of federal 
dollars brought to depressed areas of Nevada. By the mid 1950s, White 
Pine County badly needed to expand its economic base to revitalize an area 
stricken by its slumping mineral industry. 

To bolster the regiDn's sagging economy, Bible introduced Senate Bill 
2664, which established a 147,OOO-acre national park on the Snake Range. 
Walter S. Baring, the state's three-term Democratic congressman, followed 
suit in the House with H.R. 9156, identical in wDrding to. Bible's Senate 
hill. 18 On the surface, the Nevada delegation appeared united and the state 
well along the path to its first national park. 

However, the unanimity .of the delegatiDn was badly shaken by the hear
ings on SenatDr Bible's bill in Ely, the scene of ~1cCarran's earlier tirade 
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against range control. Beginning December 5, 1959, the Senate 
Subcommittee on Public Lands held a three-day forum to solicit opinions 
on establishing the Great Basin National Park. Predictably, the American 
Mining Congress objected to the park, citing evidence that the Snake 
Range was rich in potentially extractable minerals. The industry's key 
witness, W. Howard Gray, made clear that the mining industry resisted not 
only the Great Basin National Park, but all parks, because the park service 
forbade mining exploration. 19 Representatives of Kennecott Copper 
Corporation echoed Gray's sentiments. 

Ranchers claimed the park threatened their present use of the range. 
Their chief objection was that Forest Service grazing permits would lack 
full force and effect if the land were administered by the National Park 
Service. For example, local rancher George N. Swallow testified, c'; We 
also feel that a national park in this area will adversely affect our stock 
watering and agricultural use of water. We will be prohibited from cutting 
timber for use in our operation." 20 Besides the issue of economic 
hardship, Swallow stressed the dislocation to be suffered by " innocent 
victims" of government regulation. The hearings hit a high note for the 
bizarre and ridiculous when Swallow invoked the plight of hunters and 
trappers in the Wheeler Peak region who would be unable to earn a living. 
Under questioning by Senator Cannon, Swallow admitted that he 
" probably ~, knew of two people in the area whose living depended on 
trapping.21 Still, his testimony appealed to the established principle that 
national parks should be carved only from areas considered economically 
worthless.22 

Testimony at the Ely hearings revealed the philosophy of land use that 
park opponents embraced. They consistently argued that the public do
main should be open to multiple use, specifically mining, grazing, and 
timber harvesting. Single-use concepts, such as establishment of national 
parks, cc locked up " the land by excluding agricultural and industrial ac
tivity. When Congress passed legislation in June 1960 to include outdoor 
recreation within the definition of multiple use, park opponents ignored 
this monumental change in land-use philosophy and practice; they contin
ued to define multiple use in commercial terms, while denying the claims 
of recreation advocates. They neither accepted nor understood the full 
meaning of the 1960 act as a Significant victory for conservation.23 

Throughout 1960, Bible worked to draft new legislation that would ac
commodate, in the presence of the park, as many economic interests in 
White Pine County as pOSSible. The result was S. 1760, co-sponsored by 
Senator Cannon, which contained an important provision in section 7 al
lOwing grazing on park lands for a period of twenty-five years. As one in a 
long line of Nevada's Silver Senators, Bible also revised the park 
boundaries to exclude 24,000 acres from the northeastern boundary to al-
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low for beryllium exploration. Moreover, sec' on 6 protected existing 
mining operations within the national park.~ Included in the Bible pro
posal were the principal bristlecone pine groves, the Lehman Caves, and 
the glacier at Wheeler Peak, as well as the surrounding scenic attrac . ons. 
In addi . on, the ational Park Service was prepar d to spend $4 million in 
operating costS.25 

The Bible plan provided strong support for Nevada's mining and live
stock industries while injecting large doses of federal money into the 
a t rn evada economy. But in late 1961, Regional Forester loyd 

Iverson reported that the umboldt ational Forest along the Snake Range 
had b en overused and told Senator Bible that grazing there would have to 
be c rtailed for many y ars to restore the ground cover.26 The implica . ons 
were enormous, and the orest Service's timing could not have been 
better calculated to revive the fear and suspicion of the livestock produc
ers. From their perspective, reduced grazing in the national forest, the 
hated park plan, and foreign competition all conspired to inflict economic 
hardship on eastern Nevada's ranchers. In early 1962, the Department of 
the Interior exploded a bombshell by recommending a new increase in 
grazing fees. Even though Bible and Cannon moved Swiftly to repair th 
damage, securing a postponement of the fee increase, the cumulative ef
fect solidified the resol of park opponents and was probably the key fac
tor in Congressman Baring's dramatic change in position on the park 
plan.21 

At the height of the grazing-fee controversy, Senate bill 1760 passed and 
was sent to the House, wher Bible and Cannon expected quick action be
cause Baring was a memb r of the ouse Subcommittee on Public Lands. 
But in late June, the congr ssman met with members of the Ely livestock 
and mining industry, and he agreed to introd ce legislation that would 
prot ct their interests. h n he returned to ashington, he rec iv d the 
draft bill by special d liv ry from Ely and introduced it at a committee 
hearing on S. 1760. 

The existence of the draft bill took Secretary of the Interior Stewart 
Udall by complete surprise. Equally shocking, Baring had failed to read 
the legislation before pr senting it to the committee.28 The new bill, H.R. 
7283, proposed to reduc the size of the park from 123,000 acres to 53,000 
acres, with mining and grazing to be allowed indefinitely. Hunting and 
fishing would be permitted under the supervision of the evada Fish and 
Game Commission. Incredibly, Baring had not informed Bible or Cannon 
of his change in position, and both senators were shocked and angry. In 
the face of these new d velopments, the House understandably refused to 
act on Bible's bill, and the matter of the Great Basin National Park was left 
unresolved. 

For two years neither side would give ground. Then, in March 1964, the 
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Department of the Interior officially endorsed the Bible plan, pointing out 
that the Baring proposal failed to provide the features required in a 
national park. Specifically, the National Park Service believed that the 
Baring bill, in limiting the size of the park, did not ensure sufficient 
protection for the surrounding scenic attractions. 2g The departmenfs 
support for Senator Bible's bill was not surprising, because he had become 
a leader in forwarding national park legislation and, as chairman of the 
Senate Interior Subcommittee on Public Lands, was directly responsible 
for the hearings on the major park bills. This was in stark contrast to Bar
ing's lack of experience, reflected in his proposal, which endangered not 
only the over-all park but other legislation important to Nevada. 

Baring constantly antagonized Presidents John Kennedy and Lyndon 
Johnson, upon whom Bible and Cannon relied to authorize military ex
penditures and vital water projects in Nevada. Baring voted against the 
Johnson administration's civil rights bill, mass transportation measures, 
urban renewal plans, food stamp program, and medicare, while 
denouncing eastern liberals as ~~ egg-headed atheists~' and suggesting that 
" beatniks, paCifists, and draft-dodgers be sent to ~1oscow. n 30 While on a 
campaign swing through Las Vegas in 1964, President Johnson praised the 
state's Democratic leaders but did not mention Baring. Senator Cannon 
did not mention Baring's name either in his Reno address the following 
day, but he did praise other party officials. The rift between Baring and 
President Johnson nearly doomed the important southern Nevada water 
project,31 which further strained working relationships with Bible, Cannon, 
and other leading Democrats in Nevada. 

In early 1965, Bible tried to gain acceptance of the park plan by in
trodUCing S. 499; Baring countered with H.R. 6122. Both bills were 
identical to the 1962 proposals, and the issue was once again joined. 
However, this time Bible placed the burden of holding hearings and pass
ing legislation on Baring. Bible reasoned that the Senate had already 
looked at the matter, held two separate hearings, and passed a bill; now it 
was Baring's tum to move forward if he was sincere about the Great Basin 
National Park. It soon became clear that Baring and his small group of 
supporters wanted to defeat any plan for a park, employing delay and in
action while appearing to support a park concept that would encompass 
mining and grazing.32 

Petitions from the White Pine Chamber of Commerce and ~1ines, sup
porting any park plan flooded Bible's office in July 1965.33 He responded 
by outlining his position to the Ely National Park Committee, and 
suggested that public pressure might induce Baring to pass a 'c park bill, 
any bill, outlining any proposal. ~, Then and only then could the Senate and 
House work together to iron out the differences between the Baring and 
Bible proposals.34 This was an extraordinary public admission that Bible 
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could not work with Baring and would rather work through a conference 
committee to create the Great Basin National Park. 

By August both the Bible and Baring positions and strategies were clear. 
Baring stressed that his park bill had been written by advocates of multiple 
use ranchers, miners, and sportsmen and reflected the will of land 
users in White Pine County. He refused to acknowledge that hikers, 
campers, or nature lovers had legitimate interests in land-use policy. 
Furthermore, the congressman declared he would call for hearings in the 
House only if Bible pledged his unqualified support in writing and pro
posed a similar bill in the Senate.35 In short, there was no room for a Great 
Basin National Park except on Baring's terms, or, more accurately, on the 
conditions speCified by Ely ranchers and miners. Baring demanded that his 
Senate colleague ignore the 1960 multiple-use act and tum a deaf ear to 
the needs of recreation. Bible could do neither and maintain credibility 
with his Senate colleagues on national issues affecting park and recreations 
legislation. 

Eible rejected Baring's terms, but the White Pine Chamber of Com
merce and ~1ines quickly accepted B,aring's proposal and pleaded with the 
congressman to pass whatever park bill he could obtain in the House. They 
asked Secretary Udall to support the Baring bill,. hoping to pressure the 
congressman to move ahead as quickly as possible.36 Bolstered by the 
support of Ely business, Baring gave Nevada newspapers his 
correspondence on the issue along with that of Chamber of Commerce and 
~fines. 

Bible and his press secretary, D'wight Dyer, were furious. The senator 
had not been asked by Baring to respond publicly to the congressman's 
proposal, and the news accounts made it appear that Bible, not Baring had 
caused the long delay. A few days after the story appeared in the Nevada 
papers, Baring wrote to Bible that the senator's written ~arantee of 
support was unnecessary, but added that Wayne Aspinall, chairman of the 
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, would probably want some 
assurances before scheduling, hearings.37 Bible and Cannon refused to be 
intimidated by the congressman's effort to shift responsibility, first to the 
Senate and then to the chairman of the House committee. On September 
1 they issued a joint statement in which they refused to commit to the 
Baring plan because it failed to meet national park standards and faced a 
certain veto by President Johnson. 38 

For almost six years, Baring maintained two positions. First, he con
tended that his bill was a true multiple-use plan even though it excluded 
recreation from consideration, despite the clear intent of Congress to the 
contrary. Second, he charged that the delay in enacting a Great Basin 
National Park bill was the fault of others, prinCipally Senators Bible and 
Cannon,. Secretary Udall, and Chairman Aspinall. 
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Map of the original plan of the Great Basin National 
UnhJersity of Nevada, 

Park by Senator Bible, 
Reno) 1959. (Alan Bible Papers, 

In early 1966, Baring made clear in a letter to the White Pine Chamber 
of Commerce and Mines that he would support park legislation only if it 
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received the unqualified endorsement of Ely mining and cattle interests. 
In still another effort to deflect responsibility, he asked Secretary Udall to 
meet with his mining and cattle people to work out a compromise. The 
secretary refused and remained steadfast behind the Bible bill. Pressure 
on Baring continued to mount as President Johnson endorsed Bible's plan 
on February 26, 1966.39 Shortly afteJ"W"ard, Baring tried again to shift 
blame from himself to others. He charged in the press that Udall had 
turned down his invitation to negotiate, as had Nevada's two senators, and 
it was now their duty to cany forward with a Great Basin Park plan.40 

This was the last straw for Bible. On ~llarch 27, 1966, he wrote a stem 
letter to Baring requesting a meeting of the Nevada delegation to discuss 
the future of the Great Basin National Park. He told him to be prepared to 
accept full responsibility for the demise of the park plan. Then he 
released the letter to the press, which appeared on the front page of the 
Ely Daily Times the next day. In a subsequent editorial, the paper blasted 
Baring, saying, 

Baring has opposed creation of a park since its inception. !Ie blocked the Senate 
bill of 1962 and then put together what he has attempted to call a compromise bill. 
Bible has listened long enough to Baring's endless line of excuses ... Now [Baring] 
must meet with Senator Bible who has proven he knows how to pass Nevada 
legislation in Washington.4J 

On the day after the editorial appeared, Baring informed Bible that a com
promise bill should be drafted that" would not be opposed by the cattle
men, Fish and Wildlife, mining interests, labor interests, and others. " 42 

To draft such a piece of legislation was clearly impossible, because of the 
positions taken by the grazing and mining interests in the Ely area. 
However, during the delay from the £lrst hearings in 1959 to the stalemate 
in 1966 there was ample time to access the imp9rtance of the park to 
economic conditions in White Pine County. Exploitation of the 
controversial beryllium discoveries that were the main focus of the 1959 
hearings had failed to materialize. No significant mining activity had oc
curred in the area of the proposed park. One hundred head of cattle and 
nine hundred sheep were grazing in the area and could continue to do so 
under Bible's bill, which recognized existing water rights as well. But the 
annual hunting and removal of several hundred deer would not be al
lowed, and, in all likelihood, one ranch that was running forty head of 
cattle would be put out of business. 43 With some sarcasm, Bible accurately 
summed up the situation: <C As support of the Great Basin National Park 
developed, the region abruptly took a new value, almost overnight it was 
valuable mineral property. There is no commercial mining then or now, 
but the area is touted as an area of great potential. " 44 

Finally, on April 19, 1966, the long-awaited meeting between the 
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Nevada delegation and Secretary of the Interior Udall was held in Senator 
Bible's office. Congressman Baring appeared to be uninformed. Initially, 
he blamed defeat of the 1962 park plan on Congressman J ohn Saylor, 
Republican of Pennsylvania, whom he charged with refusal to vote for park 
legislation that contained mining and grazing permits. This was startling 
information to everyone present and of questionable validity, since 
Congressman Saylor had recently supported park legislation with mining 
and grazing provisions. Baring then produced a letter from a woman who 
had written to him opposing the park on nonspecific ground. The letter 
was relevant to none of the topics under discussion. Baring then recounted 
his travels in a four-wheel-drive vehicle to the area; he said he saw some 
mining activity there but supplied no specific facts about mining 
productivity. Later Bible and ,Cannon revealed that the area Baring had 
visited ,vas outside the proposed boundaries of the park. Undaunted, 
Baring again told Udall that his park bill had been written by various 
groups ... I have to report to these groups, ,~ he said, adding," I would be 
deserting my interests and commitments if I took a stand at this minute .. I 
have to speak to them. " 45 

Baring did not waver from his position: A few cattlemen, miners, and 
hunters would decide the park's fate. At the end of the meeting, he asked 
Udall to meet again with U his people'~ to work out a compromise. The 
secretary declined, while Bible and Cannon were dismayed by the 
congressman's reluctance to take a stand on the issue. Secretary Udall 
publicly rejected the Baring plan in October, which killed any chance to 
create a Great Basin National Park. 

Nevada's mining and grazing interests had won. They successfully de
fended their right to use and exploit two-tenths of one percent of the 
state's land base, an area that contained little mineral potential and whose 
main utilitarian application was to supplement the food supply and income 
of a few ranchers who owned about two thousand head of cattle and sheep. 
The preservation of the region's scenic beauty indeed, of the state~s 
most awe-inspiring and attractive features was thwarted by the same 
economic interests that had long dominated western land-use policy. 

Traditionally, the key to securing national park legislation was proof that 
the area under consideration was economically worthless. Senator Bible 
was well aware of this burden and Brmly believed that the Wheeler Peak 
region was as nearly devoid of potential for economic development as any 
place in the United States. By the 1950s, western mining was a dying 
industry, but Bible rallied to its aid with numerous proposals to restrict 
imports and to develop regional production for defense and domestic 
consumption.46 When mining and grazing interests opposed the wilderness 
proposal of Senator Hubert Humphrey and Congressman Saylor, it was 
Senator Bible who wrote the key amendment to the Anderson plan to 
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Hiking in the Great Basin, White Pine County, c. 1920. (C.D. Gallagher 
Collection, Nevada Historical Society) 

include mining exploration and development, along with grazing rights, 
which enabled the 1964 Wilderness Act to become law. And he included 
similar provisions in the Great Basin National Park plan. 

The unabashed greed of a few mine owners and stock raisers and the 
dupliCity of their congressional spokesman defeated the Great Basin 
National Park plan and in the process further depressed the economic 
conditions in White Pine County. Bible and Cannon correctly predicted 
the economic impact of a national park on the entire region. In its ab
sence, the county's economy and the condition of the land continued to 
deteriorate. In 1974 the Bureau of Land Management made a study of 
Nevada rangelands; it showed a continuing process of degradation result
ing from over grazing livestock.47 In 1978, the Kennecott Copper Mines 
closed, shattering what was left of prosperity and forcing a devastating 
decline in population. By 1983, power-plant projects were being proposed 
for White Pine County to relieve the distress, caused by a failed economy.48 

Little in Nevada had changed by the 1980s. The stranglehold of mining 
and livestock interests on land-use policy was reinforced by the Sagebrush 
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Rebellion and President Ronald Reagan's cash-register approach to the 
environment.. In 1985 Nevada was the only state that had failed to pass a 
wilderness bin as provided for in the national Wilderness Act of 1964. In 
1986, more than a decade after. Baring's death and Bible's retirement, 
Nevada finally secured the Great Basin National Park. It consistes of 
72,000 acres with guaranteed mining and grazing rights. While the park 
contains many of the attractive features contained in prior proposals, its 
final form reveals scant evidence that Nevada's two dominant land-use 

... 

industries have changed their attitudes or have experienced any weakening 
of their abilities to influence members of Congress. 
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FROM LABORER TO ENTREPRENEUR 

The Italian-American in Southern Nevada, 

1905-1947 

Alan Balboni 

ITALIAN-A~1ERICANS HAVE ·PLAYED an impressive role in the economic 
development of southern Nevada, especially in light of their relatively 
small number.1The Italians who were settlers in and around Las Vegas 
adapted to its social and cultural system, some even moving into an upper
middle-class life style within the first generation, while their compatriots in 
the eastern United States often had to wait until the second or third 
generation to acquire that status.2 Immigrants with an innovative spirit 
found more opportunities to advance to leadership positions in the Las 
Vegas townsite, founded in 1905, than did their cousins who lived in the 
established East Coast and Midwest. 

The first Italians in the Las Vegas area, like their Greek, Mexican, and 
Japanese counterparts, came primarily to work on the railroad or in the 
mines.3 The 1910 ~1anuscript Census, not surprisingly, is imperfect in 
several respects. Nonetheless, one can be confident that men and women 
of Italian background constituted less than 0.015 percent of the Clark 
County population in 1910. At the same time, at least 0.035 percent of 
Nevada's total population was of Italian ancestI)'.4 The Manuscript Census 
reports Italian laborers living in construction cars along the railroad with 
laborers of Japane.se and Mexican backgrounds. One Italian family of four 
lived nearby in an area primarily inhabited by ~{exican families. The cen
sus also contains a reference to Rosa C. Marchetti, age twenty-five, 
married the nine years she had been in the United States, who was a 
housekeeper in a hotel. No Italians appear to have lived in the mainly 
Mormon precincts of Overton, Bunkerville, and Saint Thomas, but there 
were at least six Italian males among the miners in the C:;oodsprings and 
Potosi precincts. With one exception, they immigrated between 1901 and 
1905 and were between twenty-six and thirty-eight years of age. Vincent 

Alan Balboni is professor of political science at the Community College of Southern Nevada in 
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Matteuci, his family, and unmarried Italian laborers lived in the Arden 
precinct, near the gypsum mill.s While Matteuci and at least one of his 
sons worked in the mill, the family raised fruits and vegetables, som of 
which they sold in Las Vegas.6 In the elson and Searchlight precincts, 
also mining areas, there were at least two individuals of Italian back
ground, one of whom, Victor Troici, was born in .ew York and held the 
posi . on of barkeep in a Searchlight saloon.7 

In any community, tempers may flare, personali 'es clash, and violence 
result, but when such incidents occurred among the Italians, the Las Vegas 
Age, the area's only newspaper until 1909, assigned the blame to the 
volatile nature of these foreigners. Perhaps because virtually all the Italians 
in these early years were laborers or miners and thus of lower so
cioeconomic levels, they were easily relegated to the status of thnic 
stereotype. In August 1905 an article entitled (C Race ar" described an 
alterca . on among railroad workers: 

Thre Italians and fif en Gr eks, proteges of the alt Lake railroad, ree ntly 
op n d hostilities abou fif e · n miles south of this place. h Italians were wors ed 
in th conflict and to wr ck [sic] vengeance had thr sons of Greece arrested and 
brought before the bar of j stic · . 

.. h ca was tried b for th · ju tice of the p ac la triday. Judge r nnan 
wa ngag d as legal sponsor for the Greeks and an V. oland appeared for the 
banana Hers, and it is only fair to state that b tw n them they conduct a 
highly n ertaining trial. J u tic Ralph, not to b ou done, found both the 
prosecu 'on and defense guilty of assault and bat ery, and fined each individual 
warrior the sum of $10.00. he judge eVidently d sires to discourage for ign 
hos 'Ii . s on American soil. 

A month later another story complained that Italian, Greek, and Austrian 
railroad laborers, who lived in tents near the Armour Icing Plant, created a 
terrible nuisance with noisy carousals each evening.9 A condescending atti
tude was present even a decade later as the Las Vegas Age reported that 
II Deputy Sheriff Joe eats arrested an Italian at oapa on a charge of at
tempted murder sworn out by the man's partner. One Italian tri d to 
carve another, but the party assailed, although somewhat injured, got a 
gun, and put his assailant to the bad. "10 Even those who had left the 
ranks of miners and laborers were subject to reinforcement of the volatile 
Italian stereotype. For example, in 1917 Peter Lorenzo, Tony Andrino>s 
partner in the Miners' Bar at Goodsprings, was fatally stabbed by Peter 
Piantoni follOwing what the Las Vegas Age described as (( a drinking bout 
in which a number of Italians were celebrating the ew Year's holiday. " 11 

In contrast, Las Vegas Age correspondents accorded a good deal of re
spect to Italians who achieved financial SllcceSS.oremost among early en-
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P.O. Silvagni is shown receiving his deed for the lot on orth 2nd Street which 
he purchased at an auction in the spring of 1948. (Charles Alpine Collection, 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

trepreneurs of Italian ancestry was Domenic Pecetto, who came to Las 
Vegas in 1905 and had the foresight to open a liquor store in a bUilding he 
constructed on First Street between Clark and Lewis streets. I2 The liquor 
business is generally a profitable one, especially when there is a nearby 
clientele of hardworking and thirsty railroad workers. Since Mr. Pecetto 
built a twenty-five-room hotel six years later, one may presume that his 
liquor business proved a good method for amassing the capital necessary 
for other commercial undertakings.13 His investments, which in addition to 
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the liquor store and hotel included a bar and twenty rental cabins, were re
ported in southern Nevada's leading newspaper in extremely positive 
terms, often with reference to Pecetto's contribution to the city's potential 
as a major commercial center.14 

Another early settler who achieved success was Manuel Chanlpo. Born in 
Italy, he immigrated in 1903 to Mercur, Utah, to work as a miner, married 
an Italian woman in ~{ercur, went back to Italy, and then returned to 
Mercur before coming to Las Vegas. He stayed only briefly and then 
moved to Sparks to work in the railroad yard. Several months later, he and 
his family returned to Las Vegas, where he became a bartender in the 
Union Hotel, owned by Domenic and Josie Pecetto. His wife was also em
ployed by the Union Hotel, and cooked for thirty or more boarders, most 
of whom were railroad workers. After several years of tending bar, 
Champo bought a small ranch at Cow Springs, south of the present Green 
Valley. Like ~Iatteuci, he raised fruits and vegetables and peddled them in 
the early mornings in Las Vegas. City residents bought grapes, melons, 
garlic, asparagus, peppers, and onions from this enterprising businessman, 
and he was soon able to buy property in Las Vegas. I5 

A major flood in the summer of 1921 completely destroyed Champo's 
fields at Cow Springs, and he never reopened the ranch commercially. 
Rather, he modified the nature of his contribution to the well-being of Las 
Vegas residents and visitors by purchasing the Green Lantern Bar on 
North First Street, close to Block Sixteen, the red-light district. Even 
though this was during the Prohibition Era, the Green Lantern quite likely 
dispensed more than fruit juice and soft drinks. In any event, ~'lanuel 
Champo was successful and subsequently leased the Green Lantern to new 
operators, who renamed it the Log Cabin. This investment, as well as other 
properties, continued to produce revenue for several decades.16 

Joe Graglia was another early resident who, responding to the needs of 
Las Vegas residents and visitors for food, drink, and entertainment, was ac
corded a pOSition of respect in the community. Certainly, being the 
brother-in-law of Domenic Pecetto facilitated his rise to prominence in Las 
Vegas. The 1912 Prosperity Edition of the Las Vegas Age identified 
Graglia as a proprietor, along with Domenic Pecetto, of the Union Hotel 
and Bar;17 the two were lavishly praised for their contribution to the com
munity's advancement, \vith particular attention given to the fact that they 
had established (~ a family liquor store, where a large stock of bottled 
goods, domestic and imported wines and liquors was kept for family 
trade. " 18 

These positive attitudes toward early entrepreneurs of Italian back
ground are particularly noteworthy against the larger background of 
hostility during and after World War I to immigrants, and espeCially to 
those from southern and eastern Europe. Persons of Italian background 
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\\!ere among those apprehended in the raids that United States Attorney 
'General A. ~litchell Palmer conducted against subversives, and Nicola 
Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were only the best known of the numerous 
I talians and Italian-Americans subjected to injustices. 19 The Ku Klux Klan 
considered Italian-Americans to be among those it deemed unworthy of 
citizenship, and Italian-Americans who were children in the 1920s can 
recall cross burnings directed against their families. 20 

In contrast to events in other parts of the country, when enterprising 
members of the Las Vegas Italian community were accused of violating the 
law, they were treated with respect by the press and also by the juries. 
Charges against Joe Graglia for violation of gambling laws were dropped in 
1916, and a year later a jury acquitted Domenic Pecetto of charges that he 
had received stolen goods from railroad employees.21 Neither Craglia nor 
Pecetto fit the image of poor, confused immigrants, unable to defend 
themselves in court. Indeed, Pecetto retained a Los Angeles la~'yer in 
addition to attorney Thomas Ham.22 Vincent ~latteucrs first and only 
conflict with the law came, as it did for many southern Nevadans, during 
Prohibition. As he owned and operated a Las Vegas saloon, it should not 
be surprising that he continued to satisfy the thirst of his clients without 
regard to the Volstead Act. He was found guilty and given a mild sentence, 
but during the trial lvfatteuci demonstrated both a knowledge of court 
procedure and, by laying aside his fine command of English from time to 
time and lapsing into Italian, a well-tuned sense of humor. Sympathetic 
court watchers regarded his trial as quite an entertaining production.23 

Another major figure among those of Italian name who made early 
contributions to Clark County's development was D.C. Lorenzi.24 He op
erated several businesses, sometimes simultaneously, during the two 
decades he lived in the Las Vegas area. His most lasting contribution re
sulted from his 1914 discovery of underground water just north of Las 
Vegas.25 Trained as a stonemason, he tapped this source to create tw'O ar
tificiallakes, and under his management they became major recreation ar
eas during the 1920s and 1930s. Native Las Vegans recall th.e popularity of 
Twin Lakes, especially since summers vvere then endured without air 
conditioners.26 Lorenzi's other business endeavors included a confec
tionery shop opened soon after he arrived in Las Vegas in 1913, a grocery 
store established in 1919, a coal-and-wood yard commenced in 1927, and a 
gold mine acquired the same year.27 He was the first Las Vegan of Italian 
surname to seek a Clark County Commission seat, and received 154 of 
1,333 votes cast in the 1920 election. 28 

Ai Corradetti was more successful in his quest for public office. He 
came to Las Vegas in 1916 to work in the Troy Steam Laundry and 
Cleaning Works. A newspaper report describes him as ~c an experienced 
man in this line of business and thoroughly acquainted with the most 
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modem methods in use in the larger city establishments. " 29 Successful in 
this and other business ventures, Al Corradetti was always praised by the 
press. He became a citizen of the United States in 1923, was called to jury 
duty the next year, entered local politics soon thereafter, and was ap
pOinted a city commissioner to fill a vacancy in 1938.30 Corradetti was re
elected several times, serving on the City Commission through the end 
of the next decade. Unlike most other successful Italian-Americans, 
Corradetti was not directly involved with the liquor, food, or hotel busi
ness. 

Construction of Boulder Dam began in 1931; it stimulated the Las Vegas 
economy and provided Italian-Americans, as well as other citizens, with ex
panded opportunities for jobs and investments. In addition, two 1931 
changes in Nevada law opened other opportunities: The first lowered the 
residency period required for a divorce from three months to six weeks 
and the second returned legalized gambling to the state.31 While both 
changes initially affected Reno more than Las Vegas, 1931 marked a 
turning point in southern Nevada history. 

The legal changes and the influx of several thousand construction 
workers brought to Las Vegas .the new Italian-American entrepreneurs 
who would later replace Joe Graglia and Domenic Pecetto as leaders in the 
business community. Joe Graglia had built the National Hotel in 1923 and, 
with his wife Francesca and son John, he managed it until his death in 
1934.32 Active in several fraternal and civic organizations, he was eulOgized 
in a front-page obituary as U a man of nne character and the highest in
tegrity. "33 At the time of his former partner's death, Domenic Pecetto 
was no longer in Las Vegas; he had leased the Union Hotel to his wife's 
brother, John Vinassa, and moved to California.34 

~'lost prominent among the new entrepreneurs were the Ronzone, 
Comero, and Silvagni families. Rapidly declining silver prices brought 
Attilio Benjamin Ronzone and his wife to Las Vegas in 1929. Leaving their 
general store in Tonopah, they opened a clothing store in the hope that 
prosperi ty would flow from the construction of Boulder Dam. The new 
store quickly attracted a large clientele and later became the premier de
partment store in southern Nevada.35 Attilio Ronzone died in 1938, but 
his son Richard later played a major role not only in the management of 
the store, which was sold to the Dayton-Hudson (Diamond's) Corporation 
in 1969 and then to the Dillard's Corporation, but also in the over-all ex
pansion of business in Las Vegas. He served nrst as president of the 
Chamber of Commerce, and later in a variety of elective offices including 
seats on the Clark County School Board, University of Nevada Board of 
Regents, Nevada Assembly, and Clark CountyCommission.36 

While the Ronzone family~ s entrepreneurship was of a conventional na
ture, the Comero brothers, Frank, Louis, and Tony, engendered con-
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troversyas they organized and operated their businesses. Having accumu
lated capital and expertise as bootleggers and gamblers in California, Frank 
and Louis saw the opportunities for profit in supplying liquor and 
prostitutes to the men working on Boulder Dam. When gambling was le
galized in March 1931, they decided to focus their talents in this area.37 

The Comero brothers employed a variety of local tradesmen to construct 
the first legal hotel/casino in Las Vegas, greatly boosting the local econ
omy thereby. Local business and civic leaders expressed their appreciation 
in a special ten-page section of the Las Vegas Age. In promotional fashion, 
the casino was described as follows: 

Potent in its charm, mysterious in its fascination, the Meadows, America's most 
luxurious casino, will open its doors tonight and formally embark upon a career 
which all liberal-minded persons in the West will watch closely.38 

Apparently the Meadows, located about a mile east of Fremont Street, 
was not profitable enough for the Comero brothers. Two months after the 
opening, they sold the twenty-five room hotel to Alex Richmond, a south
ern -California hotel owner and builder, but retained the 'casino and ball
room. 39 In February 1932 the Comeros leased the casino (for $5,000 per 
year) to three associates, including Guido Marchetti, "better known to his 
many Las Vegas friends as 'one hand Hogan.' "40 While the Meadows was 
for several years the center of social activity in the Las Vegas community, 
and eventually became an exclusive house of prostitution, it never became 
a gambling mecca. A third brother, Tony, was not discouraged by his 
brothers' lack of success. As discussed below, he later attempted to invest 
in Las Vegas some of the very substantial profits from his high-seas gam
bling operation off the California coast.41 

The contribution of the Silvagni family to Clark County's growth was 
more consistent than that of the Comero brothers, but not as conventional 
as that of the Ronzones. Pietro Orlando Silvagni, known as U P.O.," came 
to Las Vegas in 1929. He had been a successful contractor in Carbon 
County, Utah, an area with a substantial Italian settlement. When the 
Depression caused a decline in Utah construction, Silvagni came to Las 
Vegas to obtain some of the initial construction contracts for Boulder Dam. 
Quickly recognizing the potential profit represented by the drinking, eat
ing, and entertainment requirements of the thousands of construction 
workers soon to come to the Las Vegas area, he invested his capital, and 
that of many others, in a prime piece of real estate at the comer of Second 
and Fremont streets. There he built the Apache Hotet42 The construction 
of the city's first hotel with elevators and air conditioning left Silvagni 
without liquid assets, so he leased the hotel to a group of Los Angeles and 
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Yu.ma investors headed by Robert and Matilda Russell. 43 The press en
thusiastically greeted the grand opening of the Apache Hotel in March 
1932, giving particular attention to its several shops, including a drugstore, 
barbershop, and ladies'-wear store.44. Soon after receiving a gaming license, 
Silvagni opened the Pache Club Garden, which featured casual ballroom 
dancing. The .Pache Club Garden, like the casino, bars, and restaurant of 
the hotel, attracted both southern Nevada natives and tourists, in particular 
the many women who wished to take advantage of evada's liberal 
residence rules for divorce.·s 

In the Italian tradition, Mr. Silvagni, a strong-willed man, always main
tained strong family ties. When his daughter Lena married Roberto 
Testolin, an Italian-American from Wyoming who began his career as a 
bootlegger during Prohibition and then bought the Cinnibar and Mission 
bars near the present location of the Golden ugget Hotel, Silvagni 
brought him into the management of the Apache otel. He also encour
aged his sister Philomena and her family to leave the depressed economy 
of .New Jersey and relocate in Las Vegas. In 1940 Philomena Mirabelli, 
her husband Carmine, and several of their children arrived in Las Vegas 
from Newark. As Mirabellis had once resided in Carbon County, Utah, 
they adapted quickly to life in Las Vegas. Carmine (''' Pop" ) Mirabelli 
worked as a tailor at Gates Cleaners in the center of Las Vegas, and one of 
his sons, Dante, became a custodian at the Apache " otel. Two other sons, 
Phil, who came with the family in 1940, and Mike, who arrived in Las 
Vegas after World ar II, later held elective office. Phil served asa city 
commissioner in the 1960s, and Mike, who moved to ashoe County after 
teaching in Las Vegas, was evada's state treasurer from 1963 through 
1978.46 

The Italian-American population in southern Nevada substantially in
creased during the construction of the dam and through the end of World 
War 11.41 The Ronzones, Comeros, and Silvagnis were the most signi6cant 
Italian-American contributors to southern evada's growth before . orId 

ar II, but they were not the only ones. During the 1930s and 1940s, 
Italians opened and operated restaurants, taverns, liquor stores, butcher 
shops, grocery stores, barbershops, repair shops, and plumbing and 
heating companies. Others continued to work in a variety of occupations 
for the Union Pacific Railroad. 48 

Two California families, the Barozzis of Los Angeles and the Peccoles of 
Stocktqn, sought business opportunities in Las Vegas in 1931. While they 
lacked the access to capital of Attilio Ronzone, the Comeros, and P.O. 
Silvagni, they established small businesses, bought inexpensive properties, 
and gradually gained substantial real estate. Anna and Angelo Barozzi had 
previously operated small businesses in several different states before 
coming to Las Vegas. They bought a small piece of property on the comer 
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Pair 0' Dice Nite Club, owned by Joe GragHa and Frank Detra, was the first 
nightclub on the L.A. Highway. (Horden-Graglia Collection, University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

of North Second and Stewart streets and opened the Roma Cafe, the first 
of many Italian restaurants later established. In 1934 they purchased 
several nearby apartments when Joe Santini, the owner, died without heirs 
in this country. Having great faith in the potential of Las Vegas, the 
Barozzis immediately reinvested the profits from both the restaurant and 
the rental of the cabins. They bought additional property, particularly in 
the area where many black Las Vegans lived in the 1930s and 1940s, on the . 
northwest side of Second and Stewart streets (where the Casino Boulevard 
freeway off-ramp is currently located), as well as in the areas where the 
California Hotel and Binion~ s Horseshoe Casino parking garage now stand. 
Their SOD, Aldo, in addition to assisting with the management of the 
Barozzi family properties, became a highly regarded public servant, serving 
almost thirty years in the Water Department in a variety of engineering 
positions, including acting general manager.49 

Peter Peccole was a friend of Angelo Barozzi, and soon after arriving in 
Las Vegas he bought property and opened a bar on South First Street. He, 
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too, invested in property, initially in less substantial buildings in the poorer 
sections of the city. He then reinvested in more valuable residential and 
commercial buildings. His sons, Robert and William, carried on the 
tradition of financial success, the former as a casino executive, and the 
latter first as owner of an insurance company and later as a prominent real 
estate developer. William also won a seat on the Las Vegas City 
Commission in the 1950s. 50 

Andrew Petitti, an Italian-American friend of both the Barozzis and 
Peter Peccole, left the depressed economy of Carbon County, Utah, for 
Clark County in 1932. After working at several different jobs, including 
dealing at clubs in Las Vegas and along the road to Boulder Dam, he was 
hired by Peter Peccole to tend bar at the Exchange Club. Petitti, like many 
other Italian-Americans, wanted to establish his own business. He soon 
leased the Hofhrau Bar, located across the street from the Exchange Club, 
and eventually bought property at public auction in 1942 when the owner 
committed suicide.51 His son Jack achieved fame in Las Vegas in the late 
1930s as an outstanding high school and college football player. After 
World War II Jack joined Dick Ronzone, Phil ~~irabelli, and William Pec
cole as a successful Italian-America politician. He won a seat on the Clark 
County School Board in 1950, and later was elected to the North Las 
Vegas City council and the Clark County C'ommission.52 

By the time that the United States became involved in World War II, 
Italian-Americans were playing an impressive role in the economy, of 
southern Nevada, despite their meager numbers. John Vinassa managed 
the Union Hotel. John GragHa operated the National Hotel, P.O'. Silvagni 
owned the area's finest hotel and meeting place, Anna and Angelo Barozzi 
and Pete Peccole were major property owners and Al Corradetti was a se
nior member of the City Commission, having served a term as police 
commissioner. In addition, John DeLuca who later played a major role in 
Las Vegas's growth, had left his executive position with Acme Brewery in 
Los Angeles and entered into partnership with J.T. Watters, a long-time 
liquor wholesaler. DeLuca recognized Las Vegas's potential for becoming 
a major entertainment center, near to southern California's mild climate as 
well as to the employment opportunities in defense industries. DeLuca 
soon bought J. 'T. Watter's share of the bus,iness and established DeLuca 
Importing Company in 1944. The next year he leased a fireproof building 
with 4,000 square feet of floor space located on a railroad spur track. He 
sponsored an open house and inspection of the facilities in October 1951.53 

Subsequently, DeLuca became a partner with Pat Clark, owner of 
Nevada Beverage Company, the other major liquor distributor in southern 
Nevada during World War II; in 1951, he purchased Clark's share and 
emerged ,as the dominant liquor wholesaler in the burgeoning Las Vegas 
market He moved quickly to gain long-term franchise rights from such 
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major liquor producers as Seagrams,Cutty Sark and Hiram Walker. As the 
resort industry rapidly expanded following Bugsy Siegel's establishment of 
the Flamingo Hotel in 1947, DeLuca prospered. Like many of his wealthy 
Las Vegas contemporaries, John DeLuca became involved in philanthropic 
and civic undertakings, particularly so in the decade preceding his death in 
1960. His contributions publicly were appreciated by Clark Count)/s Jew
ish-American and Italian-American communities: B'nai B'rith awarded him 
the Man of the Year citation several times, and the first formal organization 
promoting Italian-American social relationships was named the John 
DeLuca Italian-American Club.54 

While Tony Comero's high-seas gambling operations and many disputes 
with California legal authorities, especially Attorney-General Earl Warren, 
drew southern Nevada newspaper readers during the late 1930s, the City 
Commission disliked his efforts to become Silvagni's not-so-silent partner 
in 1944. Comero planned to establish the S.S. Rex casino (named after the 
gambling barge that he anchored off the Santa Monica coast) in Silvagnfs 
Apache Hotel; but when the commission met to consider Silvagni's 
application for a gaming license, Mayor E.W. Cragin charged that there 
had been ~4 considerable conniving going on among commissioners. ,. 55 
Perhaps to rebut the inference that money had changed hands, they voted 
3 to 2 to deny a license to P.o. Silvagni. Al Corradetti explained his stand: 

I would like to see Pio Silvagni clean house. It is our business to see that we 
know who is going to run this place for Silvagni. I don·t want Bugsy Siegel and 
people of his stripe in here, and, until I know who is going to run Silvagnrs place, 
rlI vote against the license. ~ 

Two weeks later Silvagni convinced Al Corradetti and two colleagues of his 
integrity, and he received his gambling license three days before 
Christmas. 57 

There is irony in the continuing story of the city fathers' concern about 
Tony Comero. Six months later Silvagni was again accused of cooperating 
with Camero in the operation of the S.S. Rex casino.58 Threatened with 
loss of license, Silvagni completely severed connections with him and 
leased the casino, renamed the Rex Club, to Dr. ~farty Bernstein, a Los 
Angeles phYSician, in February 1946.59 But three months later, a quarter
page advertisement in the Las Vegas Evening ReView-Journal announced 
that ~1oe Sedway was manager of the Rex Club.60 Sedway was widely re
puted to be Bugsy Siegers advance man in Las Vegas. 61 

Rebuffed by Las Vegas, Tony Comero bought a bigger ship, the S.S. 
Lux, and, in partnership with Wilbur Clark, continued high-seas gambling 
off the California coast.62 Returning to Las Vegas in the early 1950s, he 
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played a major role in the construction of the Stardust Hotel until his 
death in 1955.63 

The opening of the Flamingo Hotel in 1947 marked the beginning of a 
new era in Las Vegas history. While Thomas Hull, a prominent California 
hotel owner, and D.C. Griffith, a theatre magnate, had built elegant dude 
ranches on what was to become The Strip, Bugsy Siegel's luxurious resort 
transformed the Las Vegas image. No longer a desert oasis with gambling, 
it had become a glamorous land of adult entertainments.64 Rapid expan
sion of the Las Vegas resort industry brought an influx of Italian
Americans and other ethnic groups from cities such as New York, Buffalo, 
Boston, Philadelphia, 'Cleveland, Steubenville, Kansas City, Chicago, New 
Orleans and Newport, Kentucky.65 Their contributions to the economic 
development of Clark County would be no less substantial than those of 
earlier settlers, but of a different nature. 

In summary, the early entrepreneurs of Italian ancestry most notably 
Domenic Pecetto, ~1anuel Champa, Joe Graglia, Victor ~tatteuci, D.C. 
Lorenzi, and AI Corradetti invested their energy and modest finances in 
Las Vegas, a dot in the ~1ojave desert distinguished only by natural springs 
and a railroad repair yard and rest stop. These pioneers and those who 
followed particularly Attilio Ronzone, the Comero brothers, Peter 
Peccole, Angelo and Anna Barozzi, P.O. Silvagni, John DeLuca
invested in this thinly populated area whose long-term potential was 
evaluated inaccurately by most of their contemporaries. 

Why is it that these I talian -Americans, whose number was always small 
(less than one percent of the southern Nevada population from 1924 
through 1947), played such significant roles in the growth of this area? 
While not discounting ability and diligence, it is true that a new desert city
in an underpopulated state was conducive to the rapid economic and social 
advancement of immigrants in ways that the well-established cities of the 
East, with their many ethnic ghettoes, were not. The frontier environment 
was by no means free of ethnic prejudice, of course, and hostility to Asian 
immigrants often erupted into mob violence. However, the boom-and-bust 
economy of many western states, and espeCially Nevada, precluded devel
opment of rigid social structures. While migrants to the West might well 
face bias, as did the Italian-Americans in southern Nevada through World 
War I, opportunities abounded for those with even modest capital or skills 
because both money and knowledge were in short supply. Success in 
business enterprises often led to leadership in civic life. 

The rapid integration of the Italian-Americans into the Las Vegas com
munity was facilitated by their sparce number. In contrast to many cities in 
the East, Las Vegas had no distinctively Italian neighborhood and, unlike 
other western cities such as Reno/Sparks, San Francisco, and Los Angeles, 
where there are more Italian-Americans, it had no Italian-language 
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The interior of the Union Hotel with Joe Graglia as bartender. (Horden-GragJia 
Collection, University of Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

newspapers or radio programs, and no Italian cultural or social 
organizations.66 Indeed, there were so few of Italian stock that the chil
dren of the pioneers most often married members of other ethnic groups. 
Their East Coast counterparts, on the other hand, usually married other 
Italian-Americans. While inner city Italian neighborhoods provided im
migrants with a secure and familiar environment, too often they also iso
lated Italian immigrants, their children, and grandchildren from the cus
toms and values of the larger society, reproducing the social system of a 
particular region of rural Italy. Italian-Americans of the Las Vegas area 
avoided this as well as the calls of Italian cultural organizations to reaffirm 
Italian values among second-and third-generation Italian-Americans·. 67 

They applied their energies and talents to economic and social advance
ment, rather than to preserving remnants of the past. 

Southern Nevada offered Italian-American entrepreneurs of the early 
tvventieth century unequalled opportunities for financial success and com
munity leadership.68 Their innate ability, unyielding drive for success, and 
strong tolerance for risk taking. enabled them to adapt quickly to the new 
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desert society. Although few in number, they played a decisive role in 
southern Nevada's economic development. 
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SOUTHERN NEVADA AND THE LEGACY 

OF BASIC MAGNESIUM, 

INCORPORATED 

William T. Dobbs 

IN 1936 ANOTHER WORLD WAR seemed unthinkable. Americans still 
struggled with the hardships of the Depression; finding their bread was far 
more important to them than searching out trouble in far off Europe and 
Asia. The Olympics in Berlin that year did make a marvelous spectacle, 
and visiting American businessmen praised the orderliness, discipline, and 
loyalty of the German people. But world events of the nve succeeding 
years, culminating for Americans in the shock of Pearl Harbor, were to 
shatter all such complacency. In the meantime, there was business at 
home to attend to. For the state of Nevada, 1936 marked the completion of 
Boulder Dam. In retrospect, the activities of an obscure businessman from 
Cleveland were also of extraordinary importance: Howard Eells, a maker of 
blast-furnace bricks, began that year to stake mining claims in northwest 
Nye County, Nevada. He had found extensive magnesite deposits, the raw 
material necessary to build furnace bricks. But magnesium metal is also 
made from magnesite, and Eells's Nye County find was one of the world's 
richest deposits. In the next few years, this source of mineral wealth 
proved both significant for America's wartime production and vital to 
Nevada's economy.l 

By the end of ~1ay 1940, with the stunning German victories in 
Europe, President Franklin D. Roosevelt found Congress receptive to his 
warning about ~~ the grave danger to democratic institutions. " Congress 
Swiftly approved his request of funds for greatly expanded production of 
war materiel, including the manufacture of fifty thousand military aircraft 
per year, eighteen times more than the number then in service throughout 
the entire country. As time went on, both federal spending and the pro
duction of armaments and other strategic goods soared. Western America, 
with its vast undeveloped lands, natural resources, and proximity to the 
Pacific Ocean, received a tremendous infusion of the federal capital. 

William T. Dobbs received a B.A. degree in political science from Brooldyn College, City 
University of New Yorle and a master's degree in history from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas in 
1986. 
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Seemingly overnight, new populations, new factories, and new military in
stallations sprang up in the West. As Gerald Nash points out, the resulting 
economic boom released latent productive forces that converted the area 
from backwardness into u the pace setting region of the nation. ,. The dusty 
little town of Las Vegas, in sparsely populated Nevada, shared in this 
transformation. Wartime production of magnesium, a metal two-thirds the 
weight of aluminum, and important for aircraft production, was to playa 
pivotal role in developing this remote town into a renowned tourist resort.2 

At the hands of German bombers, the British became well acquainted 
with the destructive power of modem aircraft. ~1agnesium incorporated 
into the structure of airplanes increased speed and maneuverability; 
incendiary bombs, flares, and tracer bullets of magnesium could be part of 
the airborne arsenal. It was, of course, important for the British to 
maintain their production of this strategic metal. One of their producers, 
~·-Iagnesium Elektron, Inc. (~'fEL), explored the possibility of building a 
plant in Canada, far from the range of the Luftwaffe. Through his 
Canadian affiliate, Eells learned about the plans of ~1EL, and set about 
persuading the company to build in America instead. By April of 1941, he 
had a partnership agreement. The new venture, called Basic ~1 agnesium, 
Incorporated (B~lI), was to be located near Las Vegas, Nevada. Basic 
Refractories, Incorporated,3 Eells's firm, could prOvide a virtually endless 
supply of magnesite, while ~\ilEL furnished plant designs and production 
expertise. Eells managed B~1I on behalf of the Defense Plant Corporation 
(DPC), which paid for the construction of buildings, equipment, housing, 
and utilities for this massive project, soon to be the most productive 
magnesium factory in the world.4 

As Las Vegas entered the 1940s, it was nothing like the resort city we 
know today; only 8,500 people lived there. At first glance, this was an un
likely site for a federal project to build the world's largesl magnesium fac
tory near a small desert town that seemed, besides a railroad depot, to 
offer little more than oppressive heat, abundant dust, and legalized gam
bling and prostitution. But near Las Vegas stood Boulder Dam, and it was 
Boulder Dam that made B~'II possible. Although federal officials had con
ferred a great benefit upon Las Vegas by building the dam, they had little 
love for what Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes called an U ugly, rotten 
little town. ,. Ickes forbade hOUSing of dam workers in Las Vegas, and in
stead built the federal reservation of Boulder City. His department ex
plained that rather than U a boisterous frontier town it is hoped that here 
simple homes, gardens with fruit and flowers, schools and playgrounds, 
will make [Boulder City] a wholesome American community .• , Despite the 
high moral aspirations, Boulder City could neither accommodate the influx 
of dam workers and their families nor match the recreational appeal of un
savol)' Las Vegas gambling. As a result, Las Vegas businesses for several 
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years enjoyed a prosperity brought by the dam workers, and when the dam 
was completed in 1936, these customers were sorely missed.5 

Although completion of Boulder Dam eliminated the construction
worker clientele, it also provided a ready-made advertising theme. Las 
Vegas \vould henceforth proudly promote itself as " the gateway to Boulder 
Dam." In 1938, Las Vegas attracted visits from 75 percent of those who 
came to see the dam; the next year, more than 85 percent of the 630,000 
dam visitors made the trip. Las Vegas's prewar businessmen, however, still 
failed to catch the real vision of their city's future. In 1939, the city's six 
gambling clubs were still clustered near the railroad station. There was no 
hotel-casino, and gamblers who wished to stay overnight had to seek lodg
ing in ordinary hotels or automobile courts. Las Vegans did not yet realize 
that their town could be the main attraction, rather than a Sidelight to the 
dam6 

vVartime economic development eventually transformed Las Vegas into a 
true resort city. It was a sign of coming prosperity when, late in 1940, the 
federal government agreed to build the Las Vegas Gunnel)r School (later 
called N ellis Air Force Base), to be located six miles north of the city. By 
February of 1941 the facility already housed 2,000 men, and in the years to 
come thousands more recruits passed through its doors. During the war, 
soldiers on leave from their 1:1ojave Desert stations, or those traveling by 
railroad to bases in California, also s\velled the ranks of customers in the 
gambling clubs of Las Vegas. The Basic ~-1agnesium plant, ho\vever, 
pumped more money into Las Vegas than anything else. ~-1cNeil 
Construction Company workers began clearing the B1:fI plant site, about 
fifteen miles from both Las Vegas and Boulder City, on September 15, 
1941. At the end of December 2,700 men \vere labOring in the desert, and 
by the follo\\ing 1:1arch the figure had soared to 9,700. With paychecks 
said to total about $1 million per\veek at the peak of employment, this 
new business clientele gave Las Vegas a tremendous economic shot in the 

... arm.l 
But B1 .. 11 was destined not only to energize the Las Veg,as economy: It 

also permanently altered the city's racial character. In 1940, only 165 of 
the 664 blacks who lived in the state of Nevada resided in Las Vegas. By 
mid-June of 1942, however, the Las Vegas Revie·w-Joumal reported that 
2,000 black defence \\Torkers had streamed into the city ,~ in the past few 
~reeks, .. Vvith more expected soon. Wartime manpo\ver shortages and diffi
cult \vorking conditions that caused a high rate of turnover prompted 
B1.frs management to make a special effort to recruit blacks. These 
immigrants came hoping for better living and \vorking conditions, and in 
southern Nevada they found both increased economic opportunity and the 
racial discrimination characteristic of the era. The mass influx of blacks 
did more than simply prOvide employees for a large wartime manufactur-
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Aerial view, south, demountable townsite, showing various stages of construction, 
1942. (Howard Eells (BMf) Collection, Univers;ty of Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

ing plant: It also posed the question of how these new neighbors, white 
and black, intended to treat each other. The answer to that question has 
been an important part of Las Vegas history ever since. In the pages that 
follow we will therefore comment from time to time about the conditions 
faced by BMI's black employees.s 

Before BMI could even contemplate recruiting employees, black or 
white, there were hard decisions to be made. Eell's decision to locate the 
plant in southern Nevada was eminently practical. Las Vegas, easily ac
cessible by railroad and highway) could conveniently serve as a world wide 
en trepot, yet was also safe from enemy bombers. The trip from the mineral 
processing center in Gabbs, Nevada, was only 300 miles, and Boulder 
Dam stood near Las Vegas, ready to furnish abundant water and power. 
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But where, exactly, in the vicinity of Las Vegas should B~11 build its facili
ties? Waste disposal, prevailing winds, and topography all entered into this 
decision.. Furnishing adequate housing for a larg:e work force proved an 
even knottier problem. In late July of 1941, J.D. Platt, Eells's assistant, met 
federal officials in Las Vegas to survey possible housing and plant site 
locations. They decided that both Boulder City and Las Vegas were un
suitable, because neither could furnish the schools, sanitation and water 
required by the expected population increase. And perhaps most impor
tant, especially in view of the govemmenf s decision not to house dam 
workers in Las Vegas, federal officials warned Platt" that Las Vegas would 
be very undesirable as a homesite for an industrial population due to wide 
open conditions booze, gambling, and brothels. " Instead, Eells and the 
government decided to put the plant midway between Boulder City and 
Las Vegas, and build a one-thousand-home town (Basic Townsite) and a 
five-hundred unit apartment complex (Victory Village). They thereby cre
ated what ultimately became the city of Henderson.s 

However much federal officials might disapprove of Las Vegas, B~1rs 
workers could not fulfill their basic needs without it. By July of 1942, a 
scant ten months after bulldozers began clearing ground to build the plant, 
a project high of 13,.000 men toiled in the desert, more than two and a half 
times the largest number that had been employed at one time on the 
Boulder Dam project. There was no sewer system (work on it having only 
begun that month), and men slept in tents, mock-up shanties, and under 
the stars. The E~·11 workers, even more than the dam workers before 
them, flocked to Las Vegas in search of hOUSing, groceries, clothing, and 
recreation. It took so long to build adequate facilities at the new town that 
most workers initially chose to live in Las Vegas anyway, for all the federal 
governmenf's disapproval. lo 

B~·1I workers whether residents of Basic Townsite, Las Vegas, or 
roadside shanties did their shopping in Las Vegas. The' crowded roads, 
shops, saloons, trailer parks, and swelling population are evidence that 
much of B~1I's payroll found its way into Las Vegas cash registers. By 
November of 1944, when B~-II ceased magnesium production, the Las 
Vegas business community had profited immensely. For southern Nevada, 
however, the most Significant effect of the project came in the postwar 
years. Las Vegas businessmen learned that gambling could be big business, 
and have promoted it ever since. ll 

But before Las Vegas casinos could take in a penny from the project, 
Eells had to persuade the United States government to make a substantial 
capital investment in his brainchild. This he succeeded in doing: The DPC 
sank $130 million into the project. These funds made B~III a ~eality. They 
brought power lines from Boulder Dam, delivering more electricity than 
the combined total consumed by the four western states of Arizona, 
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Colorado, N ew ~1 exico, and Wyoming. They paid for more construction 
steel than went into the Empire State Building. Upon completion, the 
BMI plant included hundred-foot-Iong rotary kilns, underground storage 
vaults, overhead cranes, railway sidings, and refrig,erated cars. There were 
80 two-ton crucibles, 83 three-story chlorinator furnaces, 700 kiln cars, 
1,800 electrolytic magnesium and chlorine cells and much more equipment 
of all kinds and sizes. During the twenty-six months it operated, BMrs 
production line turned out 166,325,000 pounds of magnesium, more than 
the rest of the whole world had produced in 1939 and 1940. Basic 
Magnesium made thirty-nine percent of the nation's magnesium in 1943, 
even though it went into full production only that July. Eventually B~1I 
and the other warn me factories made far more magnesium than America 
needed. Production cutbacks at B~11 began in April of 1944, and in mid
November the government ordered a complete halt to the company's 
magnesium output.12 

The workers from B ~{I had dramatically affected everyday life in Las 
Vegas, flooding its streets \vith new shoppers, new residents, and new hell
raisers. The project had brought Las Vegas national publicity,13 and, for the 
long run, taught the city's businessmen that casino gambling could bring 
them high profits. In 1944, however, the end of production seemed a 
heavy blow to the local economy. Fortunately, the planes small chlorine 
and caustic units did remain open, and the industrial faci lities that B~'II 
abandoned offered the prospect of accommodating future industrial 
growth. Any such industry could also take advantage of the B~1I-created 
town of Henderson, with its houses, apartments, and electrical and water 
installations. 

We must also not overlook the Significant influence B~11 exercised on 
the lives of its employees. By considering the conditions faced by the 
workers, we can perhaps gain a better perspective on the meaning of the 
entire enterprise. Workers on the B~11 project did experience trying cir
cumstances, some unique to this job, others common to the booming west
ern towns of the World War II era. In the following pages we will continue 
to deal with BMrs history, concentrating on the wartime period, and will 
also tell something about the living and working conditions encountered by 
those who earned their pay at the Basic ~1agnesium project. 14 

The B~1I project produced magnesium, and it is appropriate here to 
outline the production processes involved. There were four main steps: 
Preparation, chlorination, electrolysis and refining. 

1. Preparation. T'he Gabbs processing center in N ye County shipped raw 
magnesi te to the B M I plant in southern Nevada. When it arrived, either 
by rail or truck, workers pumped the fine white dust into silos or un
derground storage compartments. The production line combined the mag-

• 
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Stacking busbars ready for fill, BMI Plant, May 7, 1942. (Kunkel Collection, 
University 0/ Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

nesite, with sodium chloride, potassium chloride, and coal and peat, and 
the mixture was then carried by conveyer belt through a series of mixing 
and paddling devices. Further heating, cooling, and processing produced 
magnesium briquettes, which were then broken up into smaller pellets. 

2. Chlorination. Electrically powered cars carried thousand-pound loads 
of pellets from preparation to a chlorination building, where an overhead
crane man emptied them into special compartments with assistance of 
other workers, called U chargers. ~, Each chlorination building contained 
eight three-story chlorinator furnaces, which incidentally produced 
enormous quantities of chlorine gas every day.1s In the furnaces a 
combination of chlorine, heat, and magnesium pellets produced magne
sium chloride. An employee called aU tapper ~, emptied this molten liquid 
into another huge electric car, which carried it to the electrolysis cells. 
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3. Electrolysis. Ten electrolysis buildings each housed eighty~eight cells, 
twenty-two cells in each series, eleven back to back. Each brick-lined steel 
cell contained positively charged anodes and negatively charged cathodes. 
Concrete hoods, equipped with pipes to carry off the chlorine gas, covered 
cathode compartments, while steel doors permitted access to anode 
compartments. The cells sent electrical current through busbars up to 
fourteen feet long, heating electrolytic fluid to a temperature of more than 
700 degrees. Because of the wartime copper shortage, the United States 
government lent silver bars worth $24 million to use as ele ctri city
conducting bus bars. 

C~ Cell tenders ~, threw flux into the mixture to put out the small fires that 
frequently flared up on the surface, and they also carefully regulated 
mixture,. fluid level, and pressure. Each cell produced 390 pounds of mag
nesium metal ~~ cheesecakes" every day, not to mention large amounts of 
chlorine gas and waste. 

4. Refining. In the refineries workers melted magnesium cheesecakes, 
and huge automated crucibles then poured the purified molten liquid into 
bar molds on conveyor belts. By the time the molds reached the end of the 
belts, the liquid had already hardened into metal, and the magnesium bars 
were sent down a chute to workers, often 'Nomen, who wrapped and 
transported them to storage. Finished magnesium bars weighed about six 
pounds, and measured twenty-two inches long by three inches wide. 

Production entailed many processes besides those described, but only a 
few more can be mentioned here. The gas produced by the chlorinator 
furnaces went into recovery wash towers, where it encountered moisture 
-and recondensed into hydrochloric acid and magnesium chloride. Both 
were used in the preparation plant. In another area of the plant, brick
lined steel cells, resembling those in electrolysis, produced chlorine and 
caustic soda, both with many industrial uses. The company could then cool 
the chlorine gas to minus 32 degrees, converting it to a liquid state ready 
for shipment to an industrial customer. Or the liquid could later be 
converted to gas in the chlorinator furnaces. Other stations at the B~'II 
plant manufactured the flux that the electrolysis cell tenders sprinkled on 
the molten liquid, and even made the concrete that could be used in cell 
linings and hoods .16 

The production processes generated abundant heat, an additional bur
den in torrid Las Vegas, where summer temperatures could soar as high as 
115 degrees. The heat, combined with the ubiquitous chlorine gas, made 
breathing difficult. Curiously, BtvlI's introductory pamphlet for workers, 
which was also used for recruiting, glorified in the hardship, even boasting 
that the plant had been C~ built by determined men, operated by deter
mined men, a big harsh job in a harsh land with no place for lace 
panties .... This is a place where Japs and Germans will be defeated. ~, 17 
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Adversities that were not publici.zed included scarce housing, exorbitant 
rent, overcrowded stores and hospitals, and snarled transpDrtatiDn. But 
then these disadvantages were hardly the stuff of heroism and masculine 
tales of war. 

The immigrants flDcking to burgeoning defense industries allover the 
West cDmmDnly encDuntered discontinuities and shortages in housing, 
businesses, schools, and transportation. Sou them Nevada was no excep
tion. The Las Vegas housing market had been tight in 1940. While the 
beginning of the B~11 prDject inspired civic pride, it alSo. drDve newcomers 
to extremes like sleeping in cardboard boxes. People simply cDuld nDt find 
housing. As the Review-lou·mal boasted in November of 1941, only two. 
months after the clearing began, ~~ Something has happened in Las Vegas ... 
the streets are full. People are sleeping in their cars. You can't get a hotel 
room fo.r love or money. Eoom to.wn. Eig money. The talk is on every 
comer. " 18 Heavy demand drove all prices up, making business prDsper, 
bu t it was obvious that it was the housing market that would be the most 
pressing long-term concern for the workers at Bj\III. 

'The Las Vegas landlords were quick to exploit their advantages, raising 
rents to three Dr four times their levels prior to the arrival Df B~III. T'o deal 
with such problems, Clark Count}ls Defense Co.uncil established a fair
rents co.mmittee, responsible for enfo.rcing, federally mandated rent 
controL This body, however, had an impossible task. ThrDughout 1942, 
hundreds of complaints about high rents streamed into the committee's 
o.ffice, but Las Vegas landlords blithely ignored official pleas fDr voluntary 
rDllbacks. One exasperated federal official complained that .~ Las Vegas 
landlords are among the worst we have had to deal with. They seem to. 
want nothing else but to go.uge the defense workers. "19 One worker 
complained bitterly, C~ We'll never leave the state with a dollar we've 
earned. It all gDes just to live. ,. 20 Where renters paid an average of $26 
per month before the war, bo.omtown Las Vegans struggled to. find one
ro.Dm shacks with community outhouses for $60 to ,$90 per month.21 

The experience of electrician Buck Baker, who. moved to Las Vegas frDm 
California in July Df 1942, is perhaps typical. He initially found shelter in a 
tent, then gratefully rented the back room of a Las Vegas resident's house 
for $60 a month. It had neither a cooler nor a toilet, but did boast a solar 
water heater: one fifty gallon drum poised on the roof. Recovery-unit 
foreman George Jo.nes came to. Nevada with his wife in Octo.ber of 1942, 
and like numberless others they also moved into a Las Vegas tent paying 
$60 a month. ~1rs. Jones understandably grew upset when the tent blew 
do.wn in a windstorm, and with this motivation to inspire him, her husband 
managed to obtain a spot in one of the many cro.wded trailer parks in Las 
Vegas. Others were not as fo.rtunate: One family o.f eight lived in a culvert, 
a mo.st uncomfortable place, espeCially in cold or rainy weather.22 
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Hundreds scrambled for places to live. With only about 3,000 workers on 
the jDb in January of 1942, Howard Eells complained bitterly about the" 
lousy settlements" that had sprung up alongside Boulder Highway. Calling 
these mock-up shanties cc a disgrace, " he offered to bulldoze them. He did 
not say where he thought these people should Dr cDuld find shelter. 
Desperate for someplace to stay, men lived in abandoned cars, in 
cardboard boxes, and in the desert sleeping unuer mesquite bushes. " It 
looked like something straight out of the The Grapes of Wrath," says Buck 
Baker. l!3 

Black workers faced special challenges in housing and working condi
tions. They came to Bt-.1I from towns in the Deep South: Tallullah, 
Louisiana, and Fordyce, Arkansas, seem to have been two of the most 
prevalent points of origin. Workers told Billy Sanner, a cafeteria employee, 
hQ\v recruiters promised them positions, IQaded their furniture into vans, 
and drove them in convoys to Westside, the black residential district. Once 
there men and WQmen faced the formidable task of finding tDlerable living 
quarters. Houses were scarce, and tents, shacks, and outdoQr sleeping 
common. When the sun shone, thick layers of dust swirled through 
Westside's unpaved streets, but a rain found inhabitants mired in the mud. 
With no toilets, electricity, or running water, the new occupants walked 
blocks to haul water and coal for their stoves, while those who were enter
prising filled buckets with ice and sold drinks of cold water in the streets. 
A resident who had the good fortune to be able to take a bath, enjoyed it 
in a galvanized" number two washtub" which sold like cc hotcakes " from 
the store at Bonanza Overpass. When Woodrow Wilson and his wife finally 
moved from a tent to a house, two other couples shared not only its .one 
room, but also the gaps in the roof that let in melting tar, rain and dust. 
The building lacked cooling and plumbing facilities. Nevertheless, those 
who could move into such cracker box houses considered themselves lucky 
indeed.24 

While Eells was complaining about the shanties along Boulder Highway, 
construction men were busy building new tents and barracks near the 
plant, accommodations for white workers only. Called Anderson Camp, by 
October of 1943 the new faCility had grown to house more that 4,000 
workers. Residents slept in tents or in barracks which provided the 
comfort of window-mounted evaporative coolers. Along with the camp, 
Anderson Supply Company .of Las Vegas opened a cafeteria capable of 
seIVing twenty thousand meals a day. At its height, more than 20.0. em
ployees worked Dn its food lines, staffed its butcher and bake shops, and 
made ice cream on the premises. According to Billy Sanner, patrons could 
get free scoops of ice cream with any piece of pie, a welcome refreshment 
amid desert heat and wartime sugar rationing.l!5 

With most employees commuting from Las Vegas, Boulder Highway 
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.~ did not get crowded, it stayed crowded, " says electrolysis-cell tender 
Dennis Shelton. Impatient drivers traveling home from work often ne
glected to. keep to the proper side of the two-lane road, forcing workbound 
commuters off the pavement and onto the shoulder for half an hour at a 
time.26 A survey in September of 1942 showed that almost 8,000 cars a day 
entered the plant, only twenty percent with good tires. In the fall of that 
year management expressed .. grave concern " about worker morale in the 
face of the highway congestion and impending rationing of rubber, gaso
line, and oil. One supervisor pointed out that the residents of Basic 
Townsite were ,~ virtually marooned ,~ because they lived too near the plant 
to qualify for rationing points for tires. This was a serious problem because 
the town lacked both recreational facilities and shops, and it would be 
months before they were built. With packed buses and the rubber 
shortage, hitchhikers were a common sight along the road.~1 

In view of the massive migration to southern Nevada, it was essential that 
B~ll and the businessmen of Las Vegas cooperate in building houses 
everywhere in the valley. But Eells's decision to build a permanent town 
next to the plant sparked controversy. Senator Berkeley Bunker, newly ap
poin ted to the seat of the late Key Pittman, became a champion for L.as 
Vegas businessmen who complained that Eells would not allow any B ~t I 
housing to be built in their city. In December of 1941, Bunker's letter to 
President Samuel Husbands of the DPC was published in the Las Vegas 
Review-Journal. T·he letter claimed it was more logical to build housing in 
a city that already had facilities, than to spend the additional money for 
utilities, police patrols, and other s,ervices for a new town. Bunker charged 
that supporters of Basic Townsite simply entertained visions of personal 
profit. He also pOinted out that private contractors were anxiously await
ing only the word to begin building new houses in both Boulder City and 
Las Vegas. Much to the displeasure of Eells, Husbands dispatched a repre
sentative to Las Vegas with power to authorize the building of 2,000 new 
houses in Las Vegas. At the same time, the DPC ordered BlvlI to abandon 
its plans for a permanent town, making new arrangelnents for temporary 
plant-site dwellings instead.28 Although so-called demountable houses did 
eventually go up at Basic Townsite, they were as permanent as the numer
ous houses that were also builtin Las Vegas. 

In fact Bunker did not limit his complaints to housing: He accused the 
B~"[I management of both ineptitude and war proRteering. His charges 
prompted a Senate investigation and a visit to L.as Vegas by the famous 
'Truman Committee, headed by then Senator Harry S. Truman. The fed
eral government eventually persuaded Anaconda Copper Company to pur
chase Bl",II's share of the enterprise. Anaconda took over the reins at B~11 
on O'ctober 27, 1942, with Eells professing satisfaction. ~4 I have felt for 
some time ,,~ he observed, U that the plant needed a large, well-financed 
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concern in charge a concern that couldn't be kicked around as we have 
been in the recent past. " 29 

As indicated previously, the housing scarcity had long preceded Eells's 
departure. The first three months of 1942 saw 7,000 employees come to 
the southern Nevada industrial plant, raising its worle force to almost 
10,000, more than the entire pre-B~11 population of Las Vegas. The first 
fifty-nine houses at Basic Townsite opened for rental in mid-April of 1942. 
By ~1ay, 245 residences were ready. This, however, was but a drop in the 
bucket, considering the 13,000 employees, not counting family members, 
who were working at BMI by July. Eventually the 1,000 Townsite houses 
sheltered 3,500 residents. By the spring of 1943, contractors were building 
hundreds of houses and apartments in Las Vegas, but demand always seem 
to outstrip supply, and the hOUSing shortage continued unabated even after 
the war had ended. Those who wan ted to rent at the Basic Townsite had to 
put their names on a waiting list. Frustration caused by the long wait un
der difficult living conditions prompted attempts to by-pass the list. 
Electrolysis foreman Charles Trueworthy grew weary after four or five 
months stay in Anderson's barracks apart from his family. To his dismay, 
the supervisor refused to give him preference for a house. Exasperated, 
Trueworthy arranged for a moving van to bring his furniture from 
~1ontana, and told management that if he did not have a house at Basic 
Townsite when his van arrived, he was going to Los Angeles. Somehow, a 
house was found for him. Brick inspector Roy Hughes, later chlorine 
foreman, got tired of living in a tent, and placed his name on the waiting 
list. He learned that men who had applied after him were already moving 
into houses, and his threat to quit received the same favorable results as 
Trueworthy's. Despite the list, it appears that supervisory personnel with 
valued skills, or those with contacts, could get houses first. 30 

Las Vegas's growing population, up to 30,000 by mid-1942, strained both 
shops and municipal facilities. The city government, continually plagued by 
lack of funds, could not keep up with the need for school and hospital 
expansion. Local merchants tried to accommodate their customers by 
staying open later. Shoppers from Basic Townsite could either drive to Las 
Vegas, assuming they had sufficient tire and gas rationing points, or they 
could take a Pony Express bus. Lacking a proper fleet because of wartime 
shortages, the Pony Express Company, according to Billy Sanner, 
ingeniously pressed old automobile-hauling trucks into service, equipping 
them with wooden seats and side panels . Un fortunately, the packed buses 
often broke down, stranding sweltering passengers at the roadside for 
hours. Commuters could plan to spend many hours doing their shopping 
in Las Vegas.31 

Basic Townsite's food market, like other Townsite businesses, was a 
private, profit-making operation, and finally opened in mid~February of 
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Workers at Basic Magnesium drilling 7/8t! holes in busbars, July 8, 1942. 
(Kunkel Collection, University of Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

1943. Wives of BM! employees staffed the store, and food ration-point 
checkers made sure that purchasers qualified to buy their goods. The store 
sold paperback books and drugs as well as vegetables, but slot machines 
were forbidden by government order. Beer sales, however, were brisk. 
Basic Townsite, renamed Henderson on January 1, 1944,32 evenrually ac
quired all the facilities needed by its residents: a beauty shop, barber shop, 
drug store, bowling aIley, and churches. War-bond rallies were frequently 
held at the lO,OOO-square-foot Victory Theater, and local businessmen 
contributed free goods and services to every bond buyer. One such meet
ing in July 1944 boasted professional and amateur singers, and a free 
showing of Gary Cooper's latest film, Pride of the Yankees . 33 

Some residents at Basic also enjoyed a flOUrishing social life. The Las 
Vegas Revie'w' J oumal carried a special section devoted to B MI social 
news, with announcements relating to the Masons, Legionnaires, and 
Scouts. Its pages also publiCized activities like bowling, softball, volleyball, 
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chess and checkers. Yet, it seems that most workers, despite management's 
aversion, found their favorite pastimes in drinking and gambli!lg, and they 
packed the easily accessible taverns along Boulder Highway. The company 
blamed these bars for the high rate of worker absence, and wanted them 
closed. While that wish was never realized, B~11 management did take 
strong countermeasures. In cooperation with the American Federation of 
Labor and the Las Vegas police, in April of 1943 they sent forth a 
C~ production patrol police n force. This patrol combed bars on weekends, 
counseled men against overindulgence, and shipped drunks to B~llrs 
temporary jail. After sobering up, presumably suitably chastened, the men 
returned to their jobs. Despite these efforts, absentee rates stayed high, 
even after pressure from the military and B~III induced the Las Vegas City 
Commission to order that casinos and taverns, be closed at midnight for the 
duration of the war.34 

l\llanagement constantly exhorted workers to patriotism, and wartime 
federal regulations made it difficult for defense workers to quit, but B~III's 
employees still left their jobs at a monthly rate of twenty percent of the 
entire work force. Electricians, says Buck Baker, commonly joked that 
there were three crews on the job U one working, one going, and one 
coming. ,. The company probably found it wiser to let disgruntled 
employees leave. Forcing discontented employees to stay on would merely 
have spread dissatisfaction among their co-workers. Employee flight can 
hardly be blamed on taverns and casinos, however. Larry ~1cN eil, presi
dent of ~1cNeil Construction Company, expressed surprise that turnover 
was not even worse, considering the living conditions. Buck Baker says he 
never before lived in a place so hot in summer, yet cold enough in winter 
to freeze water pipes. Temperatures in January 1943 plunged to 10 
degrees, inflicting great suffering on those forced to live in " goods box 
houses. ~, As we shall see, all production workers, decently housed or not, 
faced daily chlorine gasings and torrid temperatures in the factory. Throw 
together large numbers of men without families under such conditions, 
and drinking is bound to be popular. 35 

Despite grueling working conditions, the B~fI management still 
somehow kept a constant stream of workers coming to southern Nevada. 
For black workers in particular, family ties and friendship played an im
portant part in their steady migration to B~11. In_ June of 1942, Woodrow 
Wilson was driving to California, anticipating attendance at college that 
fall. He detoured to Las Vegas to visit a friend. As luck would have it, he 
accompanied his friend to the McNeil Construction Company hiring hall, 
where the personnel man persuaded a surprised Wilson to take a job at 
B~11. He could, argued the man with compelling lOgiC, wait for college 
just as easily in Las Vegas as in California. Wilson went to work as a con
struction-gang laborer, and never made it to college. He has lived in Las 
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Vegas ever since. Dennis Shelton's brother came to Las Vegas two months 
before Shelton and a carload of friends decided to chance the trip. With 
no map, and only the vaguest idea of direction, they headed for the open 
road, arriving in Las Vegas several days later, thanks to help elicited along 
the way. Cement finisher Emit Hoya made the trip from Tallullah after two 
of his brothers-in-law found work on the project. Economically depressed 
areas of the South, where close-knit black communities quickly spread 
word of steady work and good pay, proved to be rich recruiting grounds fo.r 
B~1I.36 

The Las Vegas City Commission was confronted by the need to provide 
business and recreational facilities for the new black residents. A del
eg:ation of black Westside residents, however, objected to. the p lan to lo
cate such facilities there, citing the effect these establishments might have 
on " the best residential area .~' One of them went to the heart of the mat
ter when he protested that colored Americans had as much right as whites 
to shop where they pleased. In making its plans, the City Commission was 
attempting to keep the new black population on its own side of the tracks. 
Nevertheless, the facilities they established, such as the black USO club, 
located on the corner of E Street and Van Buren Avenue in Westside, 
were badly needed. This particular faCility was open to both servicemen 
and defense workers. It was an old Civilian Conservation Corps building, 
moved into place from its last stop in Whitney, a small town between Las 
Vegas and Henderson, where it had been serving as a school. By late 
October of 1943, even though the Review-lou-mal called the structure 
,~ half finished, ~, up to 400 people were attending the weekly Saturday 
night dances there. Although not deSigned for overnight guests, the club 
allowed many black serviceman who could find no other lodging to sleep 
on its floors. 37 

Because black workers were no more welcome at Basic Townsite than in 
Las Vegas, the B~'fI management built Carver Park. Construction of this 
" all Negro, " 499-unit plant-site apartment complex, which was to include 
a cafeteria, a school, a market and a nursery, constantly lagged because of 
the unavailability of funds. The first 116 apartments finally opened for 
rental in October of 1943. The elementary school, designed to 
accommodate an anticipated four hundred students that September, en
rolled only about ten percent of that number, but the six white teachers 
were enthusiastic about their pupils. Children from the Deep South sang 
folksongs for their teachers, who praised their singing voices and heartily 
declared that U nearly all the children have an uncanny sense of rhythm. " 
A tenant council also directed weekly recreation programs. Nevertheless, 
the Carver Park apartments never attracted veryl many B~'-[I families, per
haps partly because they opened so late. By February of 1944, only sev
enty-two renters occupied the project. Most blacks lived in Westside, and 
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continued to do so after the war ended.as 

Workers in general came to B~{I through various channels. Publicity and 
word of mouth helped in the never-ending struggle to fill the open 
positions. Trueworthy, for example, read about the plant in a magazine 
article, wrote to B~{I's personnel department, and was hired. Roy Hughes 
learned of the opening from his then employer, a brick supplier to the 
project. Buck Baker·s union told him about the new openings for electri
cians in the southern Nevada desert. But special recruiters also spread the 
gospel of B~{I throughout the country, plaCing ads and distributing 
leaflets. Trueworthy remembers a dozen workers who were former bell
hops in a large Kansas City hotel where the recruiting team had stayed. 
Workers came from every walk of life: There were former truck drivers, 
jockeys, carnival hustlers, and jewelers. George Jones remarks that some 
came to do a patriotic chore, some came to earn a living, and some came to 
avoid the draft by getting a defense job. Some also came because it was 
better than where they had been: Hughes had supervised a crew of sixteen 
parolees from a Tennessee prison. A surprising contingent was the one 
that arrived frequently on buses from California. Week after week, Los 
Angeles judges sentenced drunks to thirty days in jailor at paid labor 
for B~·ll. Billy Sanner spoke to many such men who were doing their third 
or fourth term at B~1I, and he says they worked in all kinds of positions, 
even as metallers who were magnesium cell tenders, where a careless 
moment could cause serious injury.39 

By August of 1943, one year after the first production of magnesium and 
two months before Carver Park opened its doors, blacks held sixty percent 
of the production jobs at B~11. This concentration invites one to examine 
the issue of racial discrimination. In fact, E.E. Ward, representative of the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) told the Truman Committee 
that month that B~1I generally conSigned U Negro" workers to certain 
lower-level occupations, and then paid them less than whites in the same 
jobs. Interviews with workers both black and white also suggest that black 
electricians, engineers, chemists, and laboratory technicians were scarce, if 
not entirely lacking. Blacks were confined to u the hottest, dirtiest work, ., 
as Woodrow Wilson puts it.40 

Eventually BMI decided to tum away black applicants. Ward, in his 
August 1943 congressional testimony, said that the management had re
cently instructed E~{rs medical department to use any pretext to fail 
blacks at their pre-employment physical examinations. Ward also alleged 
that John Keyes, B~1rs superintendent of training, told him that he per
sonally believed C( in segregation, in minimizing the points of contact be
tween Negroes and whites in the plant. ,. Evidently other supervisors 
shared Keyes's opinion, for in October of that year 200 black employees 
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Workers at BMI shown connecting the last busbar in the last unit, May 26, 
1943. (Dow Metals Collectlon t University of Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

walked off their jobs to protest the establishment of segregated washrooms 
and toilets. The company defended itself by pointing out that the facilities 
had previously been foremen's quarters, and thus were equal to those 
provided for whites. 41 . 

The blacks in Las Vegas like their brethren across America were also 
suffering from discrimination. Negative community attitudes could only 
have encouraged B M I in its pr.actices, and the fact is that what Las Vegans 
considered too free a mingling of the races did provoke anxiety in the city. 
In July of 1943 the Bonanza Star Bar, for instance, lost its beer and slot 
machine licenses after the City Commission received " many complaints" 
that it had U been playing to a mixed trade, with Negroes and whites en
couraged to congregate in the establishment promiscuously. ,~ During the 
war the Overland Hotel would not even permit the black soldiers who 
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were transporting Japanese-Americans internees to eat inside with their 
charges. Local ,~ N egroes ,~ could dine downtown themselves only at the 
invitation of prominent whites, and then only if they entered and left by a 
rear entrance. Retail stores were apparently no better. Woodrow Wilson 
will never forget the ice-cream store clerk who refused to sell him a cone 
for his little daughter one hot summer day, leaving him to explain to her 
why a white girl could have one, but she could not. Finally, if blacks 
wished to see a movie, the theatres compelled them to enjoy it in the back 
rows or in the balconies, a custom that continued even during the postwar 
years at Mayor Ernie Cragin~s theater.42 

Such practices were clearly not out of step with nationwide attitudes; the 
United States government itself simply fonowed tradition when it financed 
B~'fI's segregation housing. It also built separate accommodations for 
blacks and whites at the Las Vegas Gunnery School. Both before and after 
World War II, the American armed forces discriminated against blacks by 
assigning them to separate units, by imposing maximum recruiting quotas, 
and by earmarking them for the less-desirable jobs. Despite strong 
opposition from top military men, President Harry Truman instituted 
policies that eventually brought an end to such practices in the military. 
But for society at large, diSCriminatory attitudes, with restrictions in 
housing, education, and social life, were the norm in North and South 
alike. During the war, job opportunities, a powerful a~raction to black 
immigrants from the South, produced an encounter between black and 
white that brought the conflict into the public consciousness. That en
counter ultimately lead to the civil rights movement and the lowering of 
many barriers. In the 1940s, however, the B~'lI management was unaware 
of any backwardness in its attitudes; on the contrary, Superintendent of 
Training John Keyes could proudly declare that B~11 had set its policies 
only after surveying" the most progressive industrial concerns" throughout 
the country.43 

Besides race relations, Keyes and the BMI management also had to 
address the issue of job safety. The instructions in B~1rs policy manual, 
which was compiled by Keyes, reveal some of the dangers faced by mag
nesium workers. The chlorination department, for example, presented the 
(4 extreme" hazard of leaks caused by seal failures; instructions emphati
cally warned employees that they must stay out from under chlorinator 
furnaces or risk severe bums. Less serious incidents often occurred, for 
management also cautioned workers to buy high top shoes because of" too 
many foot bums. " Refinery precautions included crucible inspections after 
every pour, but crucibles still cracked all the time, according to 
Charles Trueworthy. One such incident ignited a fire that burned a refin
ery building to the ground.44 M etallers who stood close to the electrolysis 
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Women workers at Basic Magnesium t 1nc. (Dow Metals Collection, University 
0/ Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

cells so that they could ladle out the fluid were exposed both to in tense 
heat and to painful bums. A Ii ttle coolness or moisture on tools caused 
molten magnesium to spit out from cells onto the workers. It was essential 
that each operator carefully inspect his tools before beginning work. 
Shelton and Trueworthy both knew men who sustained serious injury be
cause they neglected this seemingly minor detai1.45 

Built according to English designs, the electrolysis buildings lacked 
evaporative coolers and adequate ventilation. Conditions inside the 
buildings became so unbearable that management finally installed ventila
tors, but it was so hot that the metallers received frequent breaks. Metaller 
Denby Wade says they could even take off early if they met their quotas:~6 
Evaporative coolers could not be used to cool the chlorine cell-house 
buildings, because when chlorine gas encounters moisture, which is 
produced by such coolers, a dangerous chemical reaction results. Instead, 
the cell-house building sat five feet off the ground on cement pylons; as 
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chlorine is heavier than air, the greenish-yellow gas settled to the floor and 
floated out of the building.47 

Billy Sanner says that this arrangement vented billows of chlorine gas 
into the atmosphere. He worked in the cell-renewal building, located 
between two cell houses, and the drifting gas sent him home every night 
with chlorine-saturated clothing. .At times he worked inside the cell . 
houses, subjected to even heavier doses of chlorine. Until he left his work 
at the chlorine plant more than a decade later, he forgot what it was like 
~4 to breathe free.~' Sanner says that n people were always being hurt, 
burned, cut and everything else .... It was hazardous, pretty slapdash. " Yet, 
it was wartime, and most men never questioned what they did. One sus
pects that most of the workers also had little appreciation for the dangers 
of chlorine.48 

Dangerous or merely inconvenient, the greenish-yellow gas was ev
erywhere. As previously suggested, the manufacturing process involved 
both intentional and inadvertent venting of chlorine into the atmosphere. 
Trueworthy comments that he had smelled chlorine before coming to 
southern Nevada, but in the amount found at B~1I ~4 it was scary. ,~ There 
was always a smell of chlorine about the plant grounds, even far from pro
duction areas; it could even be smelled at Basic Townsite or on Boulder 
Highway. Improper sealing of chlorine plant cells caused repeated dis
charges. Frequently, small power outages struck the plant, exposing 
electrolysis workers to gasings because venting pipes would not function. 
In a matter of minutes, says Trueworthy, an entire building could 611 with 
chlorine gas. An electrical malfunction of some sort had the same effect in 
the recovery unit. One day George Jones came to work only to find the 
pumps running backwards, and gas billowing from every window in his 
building.49 

Even below levels of 3.5 parts per million, when its odor first becomes 
noticeable, chlorine gas is extremely irritating to the eyes. At higher levels 
it produces throat irritation, pulmonary edema (congestion and swelling of 
the lungs), and racking cough. Exposure at B~1I was sufficiently serious to 
cause continual problems with irritating coughs. Although production 
workers had gas masks, they found them inconvenient and uncomfortable. 
Even when worn, the masks were not effective in protecting against heavy 
emissions. Remedies were improvised; George Jones chewed tobacco and 
worked with a handkerchief covering his mouth; Roy Hughes told his 
workers to wet turkish towels and breathe through them; management di
rected that a worker who was suddenly exposed should hold his breath and 
quickly walk away, U into the wind if possible. ,~ Management also prOvided 
an unusual remedy: essence of peppermint in every 6rst-aid kit. Three 
drops of peppermint in a glass of water would stop the cough at least 
until the next time. Nevertheless, workers suffered from coughing and 
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throat irritation daily. Roy Hughes went to the extreme of inhaling 
chloroform at home to deaden the pain.50 

In February of 1943, Dr. Chauncy Baird of Bl-.1I's hospital assured a 
meeting of concerned Townsite residents that they faced no danger from 
chlorine gas. It is vel)' irritating and uncomfortable, he declared, but 
<C never causes permanent injury. " This echoes a statement in B~1I's policy 
manual that the reaction to exposure ~~ wears off without permanent after
effects." Despite their own discomfort, supervisors Hughes and 
Trueworthy even today remain convinced that there was, indeed, no per
manent damage.51 

As a matter of fact, chlorine gas certainly can inflict <c permanent injuI)'. " 
As little as 0.001 percent per litre can be tolerated for only for a few hours, 
but a dose of 0.035 percent per litre (2.5 milligrams) will kill a man in 
minutes. Chlorine was actually the first poison gas used in wartime. In 
April of 1915 a German barrage of liquid chlorine canisters at Ypres, 
France, produced a cloud of gas that killed 5,000 men, and wreaked grim 
revenge on brave survivors who refused to flee. Historian James 
Stokesbury notes that many survivors of this battle ,~ spent the rest of their 
lives in agony in veteran's hospitals," their lungs and air passages ir
reparably damaged by the effects of chlorine gas. Admittedly, B~1I's work
ers never faced a canister attack. But the knowledge that chlorine gas in 
sufficient quantities can cause indeed, had been used as a weapon to in
flict permanent lung damage or death makes easy assurances that 
chlorine ,~ never causes permanent injury" seem unprincipled at best.52 

Repeated chlorine exposure may well have caused progressively wors
ening illness for some workers at BMI. After five months at his metaller's 
job, Denby Wade began experiencing chest pains and difficulty in 
breathing. The company doctor told him that he had pneumonia, probably 
caused by the chlorine gas. Wade's private physician concurred. E.E. 
Ward's testimony before the Truman Committee indicates that the com
pany refused to compensate workers for the lung infections commonly 
contracted by inhaling gas on the job. Buck Baker met a number of men 
with such illnesses. After getting involved in an accident, Baker went to 
the B~I[I hospital for treatment. In the waiting room he met workers with 
lung infections and hacking coughs who told him that the company refused 
to grant them workmen's compensation benefits. Some of them had 
furnished x-rays from California hospitals that clearly showed spots on 
their lungs. Despite lack of hard evidence, it is difficult to escape the sus
picion that these symptoms were produced by the daily breathing of chlo
rine gas at the B~1I plant Who can tell what harm that exposure may have 
caused even years after the war ended? 53 

By April of 1944, even though the war was a year from ending, it was 
clear that American factories were making more magnesium that was 
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needed for the war effort. Although War Production Board cutbacks that 
month resulted in the closing of four B~11 magnesium units, the company 
tried to reassure workers that the magnesium industry had a bright postwar 
future. In June, Phillip Webb of the War Production Board sent B~1I 
General Manager F. O. Case a telegram, published in the company news
paper, the Basic Bombardier, promising that his agency planned no fur
ther production cutbacks. Nevertheless, in July the production board 
closed two more of B~1I's magnesium units. Late that month, diehard op
timists might have found hope in the news that the DPC had granted the 
company $350,000 for, among other things, research into new (postwar) 
uses of magnesium. But for those who were willing to look, the handwrit
ing was on the wall. The government's order to end magnesium production 
at B~II came on September 6, and by November 15 all the magnesium 
units lay idle.54 

But even as the government terminated magnesium production at B~1I, 
it requested a substantial increase in the factol)'~s chlorine output. 
Chlorine is useful for making products as diverse as paper, textiles, metals, 
plastics, and varnish. The company also continued producing caustic soda, 
which is used in manufacturing chemicals, soaps, and petroleum. And so 
in the closing days of 1944, though only a handful of workers who once 
toiled there remained, the B~11 plant continued to operate. Those who 
remembered the booming employment and production of the past might 
have taken encouragement from a December 8 editorial in the Las Vegas 
Review'-joumal announcing that Rheem Manufacturing Company would 
soon go into operation at the BMI plant. That company expected to 
employ about 800 workers in making artillery shell casings. In March of 
1945 Bechtel-~1cCone Construction began conversion of unit number 5 
for Rheem's use, but a union dispute as to whether the millwrights or the 
machinists should set up some machinery halted all activity. Shortly there-

- after, with wartime needs diminishing, and perhaps motivated by pique 
over the delays caused by union conflicts, the government cancelled 
Rheem~s contracts.55 

If the plant hoped to continue operating on any level, let alone resuming 
business on a large scale, it needed an assured uninterrupted supply of 
power. Nearby Boulder Dam was the source of B~1I's supply, but, except 
for wartime arrangements, the plant had no legal right to 90 percent of 
what it used. At the D PC's request, the California allottees that had first 
calIon the power voluntarily relinquished it to B~II during the war. But 
thereafter, this arrangement had to be renegotiated. Beginning in late 
1945, representatives of the Colorado River Commission of Nevada 
(CR'CN), the federal government, and the California powerallottees en
tered into a series of difficult negotiations that did, despite many misgiv
ings along the way, keep the power flowing to BMI. The parties reached a 
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tentative understanding in May of 1946, and by that December there was a 
signed agreement.56 

As wartime production diminished, Congress abolished the Defense 
Plant Corporation, leaving its parent agency,. the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation (RFC), in charge of the southern Nevada plant. In May of 
1945 the RFC appointed J. ~1. ~1ontgomery Company of Los Angeles as its 
manager, supplanting Anaconda Copper,. and Stauffer Chemical Company 
took over the production of chlorine and caustic soda. Toward the end of 
the year, ~1ontgomery announced that the project would change its name 
from Basic ~1agnesium, Incorporated, to Basic ~fagnesium Project (BMP). 
A couple of weeks before Stauffer arrived, a fire completely destroyed unit 
number 3, where Bechtel-~1cCone had its offices. Bechtel had been 
renovating unit number 4 for future occupancy by Western Electro
chemical CDmpany, a producer of pDtassium perchlorate. The ure de
stroyed that urm's equipment, probably delaying their occupancy for many 
months. Fortunately, ~" heroic efforts " by Las Vegas firefighters prevented 
the blaz.e from spreading beyond unit number 3.57 

The fire, the IDSS of Rheem, and, most Df all, the end of the war, had 
taken their toll Dn business at B~11. Even so, in September of 1945 the 
planfs general manger, H. H. Gillings, told a Kiwanis Club gathering in 
Las Vegas that management expected BMI to. become, in the next few 
years, the most productive chemical plant in the western United States. 
That ~Tas a bold prediction for, besides ~10ntgomery and Stauffer, there 
were only two. businesses at the plant: the New York and Ohio Chemical 
Company and the Cornwall Warehouse Company. Stauffer Chemical was 
having trouble persuading other enterprises to come and take advantage of 
the chlorine supply at the plant. President John Stauffer complained that 
Union Pacific's ~" exorbitant freight rates ,~ were scaring them away. During 
the next few months management did obtain commitments to lease from 
U.S. Vanadium Company and Hardesty Chemical Company. But however 
great the potential of B~IIP, by February of 1946 only" four production 
companies " were in operation, accDrding to lvfontgomery personnel man
ager, William B rynes. 58 

One other project inspired high hopes that were never fulfilled. In 
OctDber of 1946" Allied Studios leased three former peat-stDrage buildings 
for use as movie-making stages. Front-page publicity in the ReView-Journal 
announced that the company had rented twenty-five acres for twenty-five 
years, including residences for studio personnel, and that it intended to. 
employ some 400 people. It was even said that United Artists planned to. 
tum out its Hopalong Cassidy movies at the new facilities. As of April 
1947, however, Allied Studios had only stored a few costumes at B~1P, and 
there was no word on when, if ever, they intended to move in. The com
pany did not even pay rent, since lease terms provided that nothing was 
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Workers at Basic Magnesium, July 8, 1942. (Dow Metals Collection, University 
0/ Nevada, Las Vegas Library) 

due until they actually occupied the premises.59 

By then, however, the government had relieved the RFC of these 
administrative worries, shifting responsibility for BMP to the War Assets 
Administration (WAA), which in late November of 1946 appointed the Guy 
F. Atkinson Company of San Francisco to replace Montgomery Company 
as BMP plant manager. Federal records show that efforts to attract tenants 
had been rewarded with seventeen leases by mid-1947. Tenants included 
an engineer, a warehouse, a state employment office, and a meat 
processor. There were also nine Srms engaged in manufacturing products 
like synthetic scheelite, molybdenum, aluminum chloride, hydrochloric 
acid, and manganese sulphate. Nevertheless, all together the tenants 
employed only 600 workers, and it is possible that the W AA did not have 
its heart in attracting new businesses. Nevada's Senator Patrick McCarran 
wrote President Truman to complain that the WAA seemed more 
interested in disposing of the project than developing it, and that tenants 
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were unsure of their future status there. McCarran even suggested that 
Nevada might be willing to buy BMP from the federal government.so 

Like ~1 cCarran, Nevada's businessmen and elected officials especially 
those from Las Vegas anxiously hoped for an economic renaissance at 
BMP. On February 28, 1947, Carl Hyde, managing director of the Las 
Vegas Chamber of Commerce, wrote to state legislators in Carson City 
warning that minions of dollars would be lost if the plant were closed. He 
invited them all to an expense-paid tour of BMP's facilities. Despite some 
grumbling about their heavy workloads, forty of the state's fifty-eight 
lawmakers did make the flight from Reno to Las Veg,as on March 6, where 
they were wined and dined at the Last Frontier Hotel. They were suitably 
impressed with their tour of the Henderson Plant grounds the next day. 
Perhaps typical was the comment of M. B. Humphrey, assemblyman from 
Washoe County, who remarked: (~ All of us from the north have had our 
eyes opened. There are unlimited possibilities here. ,. Within ten days of 
their visit, the legislators unanimously approved a bill giving theCRCN 
authority to negotiate with the federal government for acquisition of the 
plant. In June of 1947 the CRCN and the WAA reached a tentative un
derstanding for transfer of the property, but not until April 1, 1948, did 
the state of Nevada actually take control of the faCility. Terms of the sale 
required payment of operating profits by the state for twenty years, up to a 
maximum of $24 million. By 1951 Governor Charles Russell was able to 
tell the legislature in his biennial address that B M P was (~ operating as a 
self-sustaining project. ,. He recommended that it be sold to private indus
try, both to generate tax income and to free the state of managerial 
responsibility. A group of tenants at the plant, under the name of Basic 
Management, Incorporated {the enterprise would be known as B~{I once 
more} acquired the project on ~1ay 23, 1952. Although Nevada had paid 
only $6 million toward the purchase, the federal government waived fur
ther payment from the state, thus allowing the sale to go through.61 

As previously noted, B ~1I exerted considerable influence on the de
velopment of southern Nevada. Although the magnesium industry was 
short-lived, the city of Henderson remained as a legacy of B~1I, a new 
town complete with water, electricity, shops, and housing. The develop
ment of the old plant grounds in the years that followed was not spectacu
lar, but eventually a respectable business community, mainly chemical 
companies, did arise there. With the infrastructure left by B~1I, 
Henderson has steadily grown: In 1950, there were 5,700 residents and 
five years later there were 12,000. Today there are about 55,000 resi
dents.£~ 

FollOwing the end of the war and BMI's departure, many of the black 
immigrants decided to stay on in Las Vegas. The familiar legacy of dis
crimination also remained. In 1950 the almost 3,000 Westside residents 
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were still unwelcome as customers at downtown casinos and hotels, and 
they could find little employment except as kitchen workers,. maids, and 
porters. Even prominent black entertainers were forbidden to stay 
overnight at the hotels where they performed. After an evening's work they 
had to rent rooms in Westside homes or boarding houses. A threat by the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People to march on 
The Strip in early 1960 set off an emotional public debate, inspiring fears 
of violence and adverse publicity a dim project for tourism. The city 
heaved a collective sigh of relief when most downtown and Strip casinos 
finally decided to admit black customers, and the demonstration was· can
celled.While B ~1r s doors remained open, however, these events were 
only a dream for the future, and it is doubtful that blacks from the South 
could have been surprised by discrimination in Nevada during that era. 
Although improved social treatment would certainly have been welcome, 
the black migrants came to B~fI hoping mainly for steady work and pay. 
Emit Roya speaks vividly of what pay meant when he says that he thought 
the amount on his £rst B~·'II paycheck was a mistake because it was so 
much more than he had made at the sawmill in Tallullah.63 

Other than the few £rms at B~'lI, southern Nevada has failed to attract a 
significant industrial component. But the hotel-casino business in Las 
Vegas boomed, and continues its dizzying expansion today. Huge high
rises and mammoth hotel expansions are the order of the hour. Newspaper 
articles periodically lament the lack of industrial diversification, but with 
the prosperity brought by the casinos, one might question whether Las 
Vegans really feel an urgent need to attract other business. Even if they do, 
ou t-of-town business men are far more willing to take an exciting Las Vegas 
vacation than to set up shop in this city where the image continues to be, 
however unjustifiably, U booze, gambling, and brothels. n It is as though 
such critics, while willing to enjoy gambling in Las. Vegas, cannot believe 
that it coexists with the work ethic, civic pride and charitable concern. The 
~/fay 1988 explosion of the Pacific Engineering Company plant, a manufac
turer of rocket-fuel oxidizer only a half mile away from the B~lI complex, 
has made many people uneasy about the dangers they might face from 
factories near their homes. The blast ruined houses for miles around, even 
breaking windows as far away as North Las Vegas. In light of this disaster, 
it seems likely that industrial expansion will generate little enthusiasm in 
the near future. Judging from the past, we may also expect that any eco
nomic transition in the state~s future will be marked, like that of the early 
1940s, by turbulence and controversy. 
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29 Congressional Record, vol. 88, part 3, 77th Congress, second session,. March 26 to May 21, 1942, 
3413,3414,3814,3815; RJ 9129142, 1; 10128142,4. 
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4'5143, 12; 218145, 13; Trueworthy and Hughes interviews. George Jones says he got a vacating supervisor's 
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31 Moehring. 18; RJ l/4142, 2; 211814.2, 2;. 2126'42; 712'll42, 1; ,v11142, 9; IntervleYIs with Jones and Sanner. 
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1111lJ54. 

33 RJ 10/2/42,2; 2117/43, 8, 10; lntervie\i; with Sanner, Truc\'lorthy, and Hughes; Basic Plancor 201 H. 5; 
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worldng conditions. ,. RJ Q/8142, 1;. State of N~, Bienniel Reporl of the C . of Uzhor, July 1, 
1940 to June 30, 1942 (State Printing Office, 1942),8. BMI still put pressure on workers who wanted to quit. 
Management threatened George Jones "'ith the draft when he left in 1944. Dennis Shelton quit when plant 
closings made it clear to him that the project would soon close,. and he says that as a result he was imprisoned 
for a week in [ac; Vegas. According to the RJ of 1111142, I, temperatures hit an all-time low of ten degrees. 
The demand for power caused a blackout in Las Vegas. Interviews 'With Baker, Hughes, Trueworthy ... Goods 
box houses· is: Roy Hughes's phrase. High rates of turnover and worker shortages were not, of course, 
limited to southern NC\-'ada. United States Senator Sheridan Do'Wney of California pointed out that many of 
his: state's war workers .. are living in such deplorable conditions that they do not have the proper [lhring 
facilities] and they just move around attempting to better their conditions. to See Nash, 39,41. 

306 Interviews with \VUsonand Shelton; Interview with Emit Hoya. 41Ml5; Fitzgerald, 31. 

31 RJ &'11142, 3; 1111142; 8112.142, 3; 2112143, 5; 3'.26143, 5; 10/2&'43. See also RJ IJ5I43. 10. where white 
property owners petitioned the City Commission to .. shut out liquor and gambling on the west side of North 
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38 RJ 10/1l/43, 2, 6; 1.211 l/43 , 6; 1211&'43, 4; 12130143, 3; 2114'44; BMI policy manual, announcement 
regarding Carver Park,. under" Housing." 

39 Interviews of Hughes, Trueworthy, Baker, Sanner, and Jones; RJ 1111143,6 (Drew Pearson's column). 
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department foreman, responsible for shipping bricks inside the plant. \Vwon continued working at BMI 
through the departure of McNeil and the cessation of magnesium production. After the 'NaT, management 
denied \\-'ilson a promotion superintendent of stores, telling him privately that they considered him the best 
man for the job, but white \\''Orkers simply would not accept him in that position. He helped train the wwte 
man who got the job. Interview with ~lilson. 

Robert C. ",reaver, Chief of the Negro Employment Branch of the Office of Production Management's 
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claim they were beaten; he confirms that aD were fired. See Nash, 105,106. According to Roose"'elt 
Fitzgerald. the investigators from the Fair Employment Practices Committee who carne to Las Vegas to 
probe the wallcout recommended the end of segregation at the plant. It is reasonable to assume that though 
management made no further attempts to segregate restrooms, segregation of housing. schooling. worship, 
and other de facto separation of the races continued, Our informants say that work crews were not 
segregated; Fitzgerald's informantevidentIy told him the opposite. Fitzgerald, 33,34. See also AI Cahlan's 
column criticizing the Fair Employment investigators and blaming trouble between the races on rabble
rousing union (CIO) agitators, RJ 4'5144, 12. Nash indicates that some strikers claimed they were heaten; he 
confirms that all were fired. See Nash, 105,106 

4~ RJ 111143, 3; City Commission Minutes 1/'1/43. The beer license had only just been granted on June 
24th. West Las Vegas, 2,5,34,38,39,41,49. According to Kathryn Joseph (see Utes! Las Vegas, 49), buses took 
recreation-seeking black sen-icemen from Indian Springs to ~"estside, where they jammed the four black 
clubs there. Downtown businesses would not accept their patronage. Inten-iew with \\l'tlson. The ice cream 
store incident actually occurred during the postwar years, but \Vilson makes it clear that similar things 
happened in the early 1940s all the time. Residents who lived in Las Vegas's small black community in the 
early 1930s say that they had free access to all businesses except houses of prostitution. Evidently,. 
discriminatory practices grew in the mid-1930s, and the anival of BMI's black employees promoted 
increasingly rigid segregation in. Las Vegas. In 1939, weD before the BMI project, City Commissioner Jay 
Ronnow told protesting Westside leaders that wi.Ute community sentiment prevented the city from granting 
their petition to lift restrictions that prohibited blacks from using the city golf course, swimming pool, library, 
and cemetery. In the end, the city fathers' only concession was to say that they would permit burial of 
.. Negroes'" in a section of the cemetery. One v.ronders bow long such exclusion from city facilities had been 
practiced. It is interesting that DO blacks were hired on the Boulder Dam project until after bitter protests 
against exclusion. In July of 1932, the ILlS Vegas Age announced that contractors had hired the first ten black 
workers on the project. .. all ex-servicemen and such entitled to preferential treatment." See Roosevelt 
Fitzgerald, op. cit., 29,3Oj Roosevelt Fitzgerald, .. The Evolution of a Black Community in Las Vegas: 1905-
1S40, .. Nevada Public Affatrs Review,{1981 Number 2), pp 25-27; Las Vegas Age. 12119131,3; 7/8132. See 
City Commission Minutes. HY4'39, 202-203; 111l6l39, 212; RJ 10/5/39, 3; 11/17/39,6; 1112'9139,4. The 1939 
session of Nevada's Assembly rejected a bill giving all races equal rights to the enjoyment of public facilities. 
Hotel owners and other businessmen opposed the measure. Nevada also outlaY.'ed interracial marriage. In 
1946, the Las Vegas police jailed a black man after he tried to t:a1ce out a license to many a white woman. See 
RJ 2128146; aJso RJ 1/8147, 2. 

43 RJ l2l19142, 3; Years of Trial and Rope: Memoirs by Harry S. Truman. Nash, 10,91,93,91,lO6; 
(Doubleday and Co., Garden City N.Y., 1956), 182-183; Nash 10,91.93,91,1:06; BMI policy manual, 
introductol)' page. In fairness to Keyes, his statement about BM!,s progressive policies was not made in the 
context of race relations. But KeYes evidently saw no conflict between « progressive'" policies and the kind of 
racial separation practiced at BM!. 

44 BMI policy manual, safety precautions and job descriptions; IntelViews with Trueworthy. 

45 Interviews with Shelton and Trueworthy. 

46 Intel'Views with Denby Wade, March 14, 1984; Interviews with Trueworthy and Shelton. BMI installed 
ventilators on the metals unit sometime between September 1943 and August 1944. See Basic Bomba.rdier 
8125144, 4, caption of photograph. 
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47 Interviews with Hughes and Sanner. 

48 Interviews with Sanner and "\Tilson. 

49 Interviews with True\\rorthy, Hughes,. Jones, Sanner, \Vilson, Baker, and Bunker. 
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51 RJ 219143, 2; EMI policy manual, Safety Rules for Chlorine Plant, rule 12; interviews of Hughes and 
Trueworthy. 

5.2 James L. Stokesbmy, A Short History of World \l.Tar I (~'i]liaro Morrow and Co., New York. 1981},95. 

53 Interviews with "Vade and Baker. Sax, op. cit., says that workers should not be elposed to more than one 
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54 RJ 4120144, 1; 7/26144, 1; 1 1I21144 , 3. For a chronology of significant dates in BMfs history, see 
Bombardier 9122144. 

55 Bombardier 8/25/44; RJ IV8I44, 14; 12128144,3; 3111145, 1, 5; 3130145. 6; 4Ill145, I; 4113145,6. 

50 Eric N. }"'Joody, Southern Gentleman of NevtuUJ Politics: Vail M. Pittman (Unhrersity of Nevada Press, 
Reno, 1914), 51-53,58; Colorado River Commission of Ne1XUia Complied Reports, September 1, 1935 to June 
11946 (Carson City, Nevada, 1946),163-168; RJ 10129145.4; 4111146, 3; 4111146, 1; 9II0146.l. 

57 Moody, 51; RJ 3129145, 3; 4113145. 6; 514145, 6; 5/&'45, 6; 5118145, 1; 2113146, 9 .. 

58 RJ 9127/45, 4; 1015145,5; 10116145, 3; 2113146, 9; 2125146, 1. According to the RJ, New York and Ohio 
Chemical Company was not scheduled to start operating for another month, and was expected to employ 50 
to 60 ",urkers. According to Chamber of Commerce advertisement on October 5, American Chemical 
Company had just .. completed contractual arrangements ... According to the September 21 article, 1,100 
workers were employed at the plant. 

59 RJ Qf20/46, 5; 10131146, 1; 4112141, 2; 5129147, L 

50 RJ 11121146, 1; Basic Plancor 201, 30-33 (See also RJ 4121147, 9, which lists fIfteen lessees); Moody, 53. 

61 RJ 212f!:1411, 3; 3/4141, 3; 3/6147, 2; 318141, 1; 3112141, 3 (photograph and caption); 3/14147, 1 (see also RJ 
311&'47, 1; 3IW41, 1; 4/6147, 1; Statutes of the State of Neoadil., Passed at the Forty-third Session of the 
Legislature, 1947 (Carson City, Nevada), 450-451; RJ &'5141, 9; 6112147, 1; Moody, 64, 99, lrfessage of 
Cot;efflOf" Cluzrles H. RusseU to the Nevada Legislilture of 1951 (Carlson City, Nevada, 1951),21-23. 

62 United States Census, 1950, p.28-6, table 6; Henderson Home News 3/1~55, 15. The Nevada State 
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63 Seventeenth Census, 1950, yoL 2, part 28, table 34, p. 28. Census figures show a 1950 black population 
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V -riving to Vegas: New And Selected Poems, 1969-87. By Kirk Robertson. 
(Tucson: SUN/Gemini Press, 1989, 276 pp.) 

MORE THAN nVENTY YEARS AGO my ex-wife and I drove north from 
~Hssoula on a November Sunday. We didn't know where we were going, 
we were new to Montana, a little isolated as we began new lives in another 
western town, not quite sure who we were. 

The late morning light was steely and foreshadowed winter, we were 
quiet and withdrawn, no doubt I was hungover since that's how things 
went in those days, and not expecting to be startled and astonished back 
into my natural and hopeful self. I remember the drift of our old brown 
Chevrolet as we came over the rise east of St. Ignatius, and the great rock
wall surprise of those mountains above the harvest-time look of the valley, 
that vision of elegance and paradise and possibility which is the Mission 
~"fountains against a windy aluminum-colored sky. 

Someday, I thought, this will be the life I remember, one of the prime 
rewards of having lived, and now it is. I was drawn back into that long 
instant of revelation and opening to the world, as with so many moments of 
recognition, by Kirk Robertson's poetry. 

crossroads 

one August afternoon 
lost in Fallon, Nevada 
at that point 
when the sun 
was still up 
the quality 
of ligh t on the hills 
suddenly changed 
and it seemed 
somewhat cooler 
he realized 
that he could never 
forget all that needed 
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to be forgotten that 
he was left 
with only a few things 
trips and places 
that mattered ... 
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Kirk spent some time in St. Ignatius, and in and out of Missoula, 
where I live, some years through the middle 1970s,. and lately he's been 
working for the Nevada Arts Council in Reno but living out in the pretty 
alfalfa farming country near Fallon. The things Kirk Robertson lmows are 
close to my heart; it is the West I grew up in, our little towns., our crossings 
and our most transient actualities. 

Jean Baudrillard wrote, in America, « Drive ten thousand miles across 
America and youwiH know more about the country than all the institutes 
of sociology and political science put together. " DTive it, and grow up in 
it, like Kirk did, live deep inside it, get it next to your heart. See what you 
come to know. 

my father 

I didn't know him 
very well he and 
my mother split up 
and I only saw him 
when he came to town 
once a year at 
the Capri ~10tel 
next to LAX ... 

Life in our West breaks our hearts all the time;. so much beauty and 
promise, so often cold and boring and lonesome and lost. What should we 
want? We have been taught to live in images, and to live for, as Baudrillard 
says, ~~ ... the immanence of desire in the image. " 

Images, BaudriHard says, ~~ .... are not something to dream about; 
they are the dream. " Those are so often concocted out of concoctions, 
they blind us, we can't see any more, images take the place of all that 
might be actual, and the places we inhabit vanish into movies and 
advertiSing and polaroid colors. We get lost. 

ifs like putting on your hat while reaching out for your ears 

some make it by teaching college 
by embracing some theory of cosmic unity 
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sDme make it with dope 
Dr booze or both 
SDme make it wi th Christ 
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SDme make it by making it with everybody 
by making babies 
by throwing pots 
Dr the I Ching 
SDme make it without meat 
eggs milk or other dairy products 
some make it by throwing up 
by sailing a ship of flowers through Suez 
some make it by slashing Rembrandts 
some make it by running 
SDme make it by standing still 
some make it by hiding 
some make it by opening a beer 
next to' an open window 
in a freeway motel 
some make it quietly 
alone and unnotieed 
some make it 

some dDn"'t 

What we shDuld want, I think is more artists like Kirk Robertson, who 
keep poking holes in the facades we put up between ourselves and the 
emotional possibilities inherent in our lives and the lives Df our communi
ties. We should want more artists who keep saying, see, artists who keep 
pointing out that the place where we live is not neeessarily never-never~ 
land; it could be paradise; we could all make a run at happiness. 

Pay attention, Kirk Robertson keeps implying, try some decency, for 
openers. His work is vital and useful, and done on our behalf; Kirk 
Robertson is to be congratulated. Driving to Vegas is compelling and nec
essary. 

William Kittredge 
University of Montana 
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\Veste'm Images, \Vestem Lanscapes: Travels along U. S. 89. By Thomas R. 
Vale and Geraldine R. Vale (Tuscon: University of Arizona Press, 1989, 
189 pp., maps, figures, bibliography.) 

IN THIS VOLUME Two GEOGRAPHERS take a trip. Beginning at the 
~1exican-American border, at Nogales, Arizona, they explore the entire 
length of U.S. Highway 89 through Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, and 
~1ontana to the Canadian-American border at Piegan, Montana. Along the 
way they observe the passing landscape, noting both natural characteristics 
of the land and human alterations of it. But their larger purpose is to un
ders tand and analyze the characteristics of that most amorphous of regions, 
the American West. 

In accomplishing that objective, they present an introductory chapter 
on landscape meaning, in which they note the complicated interplay of 
physical reality and mental image. The American West is a tangible place, 
located by common agreement somewhere west of the hundredth merid
ian; but it is also a mental state, evoked by a series of resonant and some
times contradictory images, such as the oil derricks, cowboys, national 
parks, and native tribal peoples. The authors want to explore the connec
tions between these wo Wests, the physical region of arid, mountainous 
country, and the imaginary West of myth and memory. As they explain it, 
C4 The mental images influence how humans treat the West and thus help 
determine the appearance of the western scene. But the physical landscape 
also helps to determine the mental images, by reinforcing or modifying 
what is in the mind ,. (p. xiii). 

Distilling numerous scholarly and popular studies of the West, the 
authors identify eight major images of the region. These are the empty 
quarter, or land to be plundered; the frontier, or familiar Wild West; big 
rock candy mountain, or land of unbounded opportunity; the middle land
scape, or pastoral perfection; Turnerian progression, or growing cities; 
deserts, or arid landscape; protected wild nature, or national parks and 
wilderness areas; and playground, or land for outdoor recreation. They ac
knowledge that some of these images may overlap, and that others may be 
mutuall}' exclusive. Their quest as they travel is to determine whether 
these mental images of the West are manifested in the actual western land
scape they traverse. 

In the course of their travels, they comment on various speCific places, 
including the expanding megalopolis of Phoenix, the apparently static 
~1ormon farming communities of southern Utah, and the western play
grounds of Jackson Hole and Yellowstone National Park. For individual 
places such as these, their deSCriptions are generally intriguing, their ob-
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servations interesting, and their photographs revealing. The eight cate
gories, however, prove to be less useful, as the authors are often reduced 
to observing that a given place has a mixture of elements that simultane
ously reflects different images. 

A concluding section, entitled" Looking Back, » is more successful in 
generalizing about what the authors have seen. Here they distinguish 
between structural images of landscape, in which a given state of nature 
persists (frontier, middle landscape, playground) and process images 
(Turnerian progression, big rock candy mountain) in which change is an 
essential ingredient. Ultimately, their conclusion is that nature arid, 
mountainous, and iso.lated is the essence of the West, but that nature is 
inevitably being threatened. Not only development in places like Tuscon 
and Salt Lake City, but even the oxymoron of " protected wilderness ~, 
threatens the survival of the open country traditionally associated with the 
American West. 

Finally, the writers suggest that new images may be needed to suit the 
complexity of the modem West, so. that the structural essence of the West 
can be preserved in the face of rapid change initiated by the process of 
economic develo.pmen t. I f tram tional western landscapes are to. be pre
served, then we need, according to. the Vales, a new vision of ho.W to. 
maintain them. 

This bo.ok is beautifully deSigned, copiously illustrated, and co.ntains a 
great deal o.f general information about western landscape in the form of 
maps and figures that illustrate commo.n western flora and fauna, processes 
of geolOgiC formatio.n, the range of the coyo.te, and other intriguing miscel
laneous facts. It will be of interest to Nevada readers who are travelling 
Highway 89, or to students of landscape imagery who may want to apply its 
inSights during journeys along the highways of Nevada. 

Elizabeth Raymo.nd -
University of Nevada, Reno 
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Ranching Traditions: Legacy of the American \Vest. Complied and with a 
preface by Kathleen Jo Ryan. (New York: Abbeville Press, 1989, 296 pp., 
photographs, index.) 

RANCHING TRADITIONS FITS CO~'1FORTABLY within the larger body of 
photo and photo-essay books about western ranch and cowboy life. Of the 
more recent and outstanding in this group, B art ~1: cDowell and William 
Allard's The American Cowboy in Life and Legend (National Geographic, 
1972), is one of the earliest and best, blending McDowelrs words and 
Allard's photos with historic pictures, paintings, and drawings (for outlaw 
buffs, there is a photo of Claude Dallas [in the round-crowned hat] with a 
group of Nevada cowboys on page 132). Kurt J\1arcus's After Barbed \Vire: 
Cowboys of Our Time (Twelvetrees Press, 1985) and BuckaroO': Images 
from the Sagebrush Basin (New York Graphic Society, 1987) feature 
plenty of Nevada people, places, and events. ~farkus's bOOKS present the 
strongest photos of the lot; After Ba·rbed \Vire is all black-and-white, and 
BuckaroO' contains both color and black-and-white. The main criticism 
Nevada cowboys have of ~{arkus is he does not write enough. When he 
does, they like what he says: ,~ Once you catch what cowboys and their 
families are inspired by and burdened with, it is a son-of-a-bitch to shake. 
Scon you quit trying ,~ (After Barbed \Vire, introduction). Bamey Nelson~s 
Voices and Visions of the Arne'lican \Vest (Texas ~{onthly Press, 1987) is a 
favorite among cowboys because its author successfully juxtaposes the 
spoken word (taken from hours of recorded interviews with dozens of 
people) with her nrst-rate color photographs. All four of these books 
feature plenty of Nevada people and scenes. Ranching Traditions ~ unlike 
the others, highlights the rancher rather than the cowboy. 

Kathleen Jo Ryan's book contains twelve medium-length essays about 
ranch life and related elements, along with 317 color photographs whose 
content roughly corresponds to that of the essays. AU of the pictures are 
technically fine, sharp, and well exposed, but some could well have been 
omitted; they add nothing but clutter . A nice feature of the book is a 
photO-journalistic sequence that shows pulling a calf, and ano'ther showing 
how a dead calfs hide is ~~ grafted" to a leggy calf so that the dead calFs 
mother will accept the orphan. 

The twelve essays cover a wide range of topics, but even so., they 
barely scratch the surface of cowboy and ranch culture. They are generally, 
however, admirable starts .. The essays and their authors are: " How It All 
Began, ~~ David Dary; .~ The West of True ~{yth, ,~ Gretel Ehrlich; .~ The 
Cowboy,'~ John Erickson;'~ Heroes of the Saddle," Reuben Albaugh; 
~~ Ranch Family, ,~ Teresa Jordan; ~~ The Business cf Ranching, ~, Elmer 
Kelton; ~~ Clockwork Agriculture, " William Kittredge; ,~ Livestock, " Baxter 
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Black; "Cowboy Art between the Lines,~' Hal Cannon; "~lusic and 
Dance, ,. Guy Logsdon; ~4 Necessity and Fashion," Dick Spencer; and 
" Rodeo," Randy Witte. A preface by ~Is. Ryan and a section called 
4( Reluctant Heroes" round our contents. 

As with any collecti.on .of works by a uth.ors so disparate and on topics 
so diverse, these essays val)' in tone from solid, well written, and informa
tive, to unabashedly romantic, loose, and fluffy. ~llost, however, lean to
ward the worthwhile, especially those by Ehrlich, Jordan, Kittredge, Black, 
Cannon, and Logsdon. The" Reluctant Heroes t~ section contains excerpts 
from interviews with ranchers and cattlemen from throughout the West, 
much like Nelson's treatment in Visions and Voices. Here, however, it just 
does not work, and I am hard pressed to say why. The words simply do not 
contain the bite, the oomph, the inSight, the savvy, that you know these 
people have. It seems as though the interviewer did not ask the right 
questions, or the interviewees were not inclined to ponder, to think out 
loud, or the essayist picked the wrong excerpts. For whatever reason, this 
section does not work as it should. 

E u t the collection contains real gems of wisdom, tru th~ and wit: 
" [~·1yths] evolve organically and grow like a vine from compost into images 
and words, feeling their way into a culture" (Ehrlich, p. 46); ., The image 
of a hired hand riding off alone in the sunset is more likely a cowboy who 
has just lost his job" (Ehrlich, p. 53); " from the open space still surround
ing us, we learn spiritual equivalents: that personal liberation is a kind of 
psychiC space represents clear-headedness and ability to act without 
fraudulence ,. (Ehrlich, p.59) " even though [the rancher and the cowboy] 
often wear the same brand of clothes and drink from the same cup and 
look about the same from a distance, .they're not the same .... The labor
ers [the rancher] hires to care for his livestock are cowboys, " and " a cow
boy is a common laborer with heroic tendencies and a sense of humor, 
who lives with animals " (Erickson, p. 62); " It is an axiom that ranching, 
like agriculture in general, is a good life but often .a poor living'~ (Kelton, 
p.116); " It was a rare season in the bunkh~use when some old man didn't 
tum up dead for breakfast. That will break your heart ,~ (Kittredge, p. 144); 
U We are talking about a social phenomenon, a drive to industrialize [the 
ranch] that soured and undercut the value of what drew people to ranching 
in the first place'~ (Kittredge, p. 146); ~~ We all yearn for connection to 
such a living world and for significant work, like raising food, a way of liv
ing so unlike that perfectly alienating factory-land day-dream of efficiency 
called agribusiness ,. (Kittredge, p. 146); ~4 [The range cow J has plodded, 
milled and stampeded over the vast western landscape like the perennial 
graduate student unaware of her direction and ambivalent about getting 
there" (Black, p. 149); " You could no more walk up to a range cow than 
you could an elk or a discount store employee" (Black, p. 149); " [Range 
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cows] have an I Q somewhere between the sandmill crane and a creosote 
post. You cannot reason with a cow~' (Black, p. 157); C~ Cowboys are 
always the most critical of authenticity in the way they are portrayed, [but] 
they take a deep pride in tradition of being shown in a romantic light ~, 
(Cannon, p. 172). 

Ranching Traditions is dandy book and deserves its place on the cof
fee table right alongside the rest. In conjunction with the other four, it 
gives the reader a good peek at the myths, romance, and reality of ranching 
life. 

Blanton Owen 
Virginia City, Nevada 

Nevada Newspaper Days: A Histo·ry of Jou·malism in the Silver State. By 
Jake Righton. (Stockton~ Heritage West Books, 1990. 328 pp., preface, 
illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.) 

JAKE HICHTON, PROFESSOR IN the Don Reynolds School of Journalism at 
the University of Nevada, Reno, has written a lengthy and controversial 
history of newspapers in Nevada. Beginning with the Comstock press, 
Highton discusses small town journalism in the state, the immigrant and 
the specialized press, and concludes with chapter-length treatments of the 
Las Vegas Sun, the Las Vegas Review-J ournal (a Don Reynolds 
newspaper), and the Reno Gazette-Journal ( a Gannett paper). 

In his own words, Righton tries to write history ~~ brightly and 
sprightly. ,~ He has an openly stated bias for the country weekly over the 
big-city newspaper, and he reserves his sternest judgments for the latter. 
Nineteenth-century journalism also appeals to him more than twentieth
century journalism. He admires accuracy on the news page and gutSiness 
on the editorial. He emphasizes the role of the individual in journalism, 
and therefore plays up the accomplishments. of individual reporters, edi
tors, and publishers. Particular heroes of Highton's in twentieth-century 
Nevada journalism include small county editors Jack ~llcClosky and Walter 
Cox, reporters Ed~rard Olsen and Robert Neal Bennyhoff, big city editor 
Paul Leonard and publisher Herman" Hank" Greenspun. Perhaps the 
man whom Highton admires the most is Frank ~lcCul1och U an out
standing reporter and editor. " What Highton dislikes about twentieth
century Nevada journalism is the increasing tendency toward corporate 
control where the bottom Hne becomes preeminent. co The sad truth, " the 
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author declares, " is that where once the role of a newspaper was to affiict 
the comfortable and comfort the afflicted, the role of newspapers today is 
to make money." (p.286) In particular he criticizes the Don Reynolds 
chain (U profits before quality") and the Gannett corp'Oration (" the bottom 
line is everything" I for increasingly bland, faceless journalism. 

Highton's historical approach is not uniformly successful. He roman
ticizes nineteenth-century joumalis,m by emphasizing the colorful, the 
bizarre, and the flamboyant, with'Out asking the larger, more fundamental 
historical question of what it was that the press c'Ontributed to Nevada's 
nineteenth-century mining society. Furthermore, Highton does not have 
sufficient skepticism toward his sources, which results in many mistakes. 
The Comstock did not yield $1 billion in gold and silver, the proper figure 
is ~pproximately a third of that. Was the Territo'rial Ente'rprise really the 
" most influential newspaper in the West" a particularly doubtful value 
judgment since the author does not put Nevada into the wider context 
necessary t'O make the comparison. Als'O hyperbolic is the statement that 
Roughing It ranks ct second to the Bible in many homes in Nevada. " 
Mining town population figures are c'Onsistently exaggerated. 

~1ore convincing is the treatment of the twentieth-century press. 
Highton does an excellent job discussing such previously ignored subjects 
as Nevada MagaZine, the foreign language press, and the minority press. 
He emphasizes n'Orthern Nevada reporters too much at the expense of 
southern Nevada reporters. There are many surprising 'Omissi'Ons, such as 
no mention of Charles" Pop " Squires, the founder and for many years the 
leading practitioner of Las Vegas journalism. Even the evidence f'Or his 
primary thesis is quite selective: There is no mention of the Gannett 
C'Orporation's decision to initially starve, and then to kill, the once domi
nant Reno Evening Gazette, and to reduce Reno from a competitive two 
newspaper town to a more profitable one. 

Where the book most suffers, however, is in its organization. Instead 
of writing a systematic, coherent, unitary historical work, the author has 
made each chapter into an individual essay. This essay style might have 
been in the noble tradition adapted by such press critics as A. J. Liebling, 
Oswald Garrison Villard, and George S eldes; yet, even as essays the chap
ters do not really work because the essays are cluttered with asides J c'On
stant admonitions, gratuitous swipes, and shifting points of view. The 
fragments remain fragments. Highton does not apply to him.self his own 
rule that" tightness in writing greatly enhances impact. " (p.274) In short, 
the author needed an editor who would talk back to him. 

The b'O'Ok is extenSively researched, and the phot'Ographs well se
lected. The print, however is too small and there is too much of it on a 
page, although the layout is not unattractive. The index is woefully inade
quate and amateurish. With a more skillful editing, the book would be far 
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more useful, convincing, and a significant contribution to this important 
subject. 

Jerome E. Edwards 
University of Nevada> Reno 

Billy the Kid: A Short and Violent Life. By Robert M. Utley. (Lincoln 
and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1989. 302 pp., preface, illus
trations, maps, notes, sources" index.) 

MANY WILL WONDER WHAT ~1ERIT another book on this subject could 
pOSSibly have. But when the author is the respected Robert ~1. Utley, 
serious historians of the American West should take notice. Utley does not 
claim to have unearthed any startling new evidence that puts the story in 
an entirely different light. Rather, he has examined the mass of materials 
gathered largely by others and fashioned from them a study of what, in his 
hands, is a worthwhile topic: the life and times of Henry McCarty, alias 
Henry Antrim, Kid Antrim, the Kid, William H. Bonney, and in his last 
mon ths Billy the Kid. 

The first indication that the book is worth reading is the absence of 
naIve or bombastic assertions that this is the work that at long last sepa
rates myth and reality, distinguishes fact from fancy, and gives the com
plete, authentic, never-before-told account of the West's most colorful 
outlaw .... Instead, Utley quietly and competently g:aes about his business 
as an experienced professional. 

Based on his careful reading of the record, the author portrays his 
subject without sensationalism. According to his judicious assessment, the 
Kid was neither a psychopathic punk nor a noble victim of injustice: 
" Crafty, utterly fearless, heedless of risk, cool under stress, instantly un
flinching in taking any life that stood in his way .... Billy's sunny exterior 
concealed a powerfully coiled spring held in by a hair-trigger. When the 
spring was released, he struck like a rattlesnake, Swiftly and fatally" (p. 
184). Utley also keeps his man in perspective: U Except in its final months 
... the Kid's career did not measure up to his reputation. Although a su
perb gunman and arresting personality, he was a quite ordinary outlaw, of 
uncertain commitment, narrow practice, and ambiguous purpose. In truth, 
he seems to have had no particular purpose at all, but rather youth's 
penchant for submerging long-term goals in the pleasures of the moment. 
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After the Lincoln County War ... he was a drifter psychologically as well as 
geographically t~ (p. 205). 

The main value of this study may well be in showing how fragile and 
superficial was the machinery of American law enforcement in this period 
of New Mexico's history. Was Lincoln County and surrounding area a raw 
frontier? New Mexico had been an American territory for thirty years 
when the Kid emerged for his brie f career, and earlier, as a Spanish and 
~1exican province, at least parts of it had been well settled for hundreds of 
years. By the late 1870s, the territory seems to have had no lack of law en
forcement officials and institutions. Appearing prominently on these pages 
are federal and territorial judges, justices of the peace, territorial gover
nors,. the regular army, sheriffs, federal marshals, constables, deputies and 
posses, district attorneys, grand and petit juries and writs, warrants, and 
indictments. Even a federal treasury agent played a role in attempting to 
bring the Kid to justice. Billy and his associates (Utley is convinced that he 
was not a leader of any of the amorphous bands with which he rode) op
erated in and around towns that had churches, schools, newspapers, and 
stores. Indeed, the Lincoln County war began as a conflict between rival 
mercantile interests. Yet all these trappings of government and civilization 
were remarkably ineffective in curbing or punishing criminality. 

Unsophisticated writers on such subjects too often rattle on in the 
body of their texts about the research that went into their efforts. Utley 
wisely connnes such concerns to his notes, where he expertly evaluates old 
and new evidence and interpretations. 

~1ichael J. Brodhead 
University o/Nevada, Reno 

High Stakes: The Life and Times of Leigh S. J.Hunt. By Laurance B. 
Rand. (New York; Peter Lang Publishing, 1989, 338 pp., preface, illustra
tions, notes, bibliography, index.) 

FOR HALF A CENTURY LEIGH HUNT cut a dashing figure in American 
financial circles, making and losing several fortunes in Korean gold mines, 
Sudanese cotton, American newspapers, and other enterprises. Laurance 
Rand's book partially flUs the long-felt need for a Hunt biography. Though 
marred somewhat by an excessive veneration of its subject, Rant's book 
ably surveys Hunt's early career if not his later one, which centered in Las 
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Vegas. Nevada readers will be interested to know that Hunt came to town 
in 1920 at the age of sixty-nve, looking for a new investment" frontier. ,~ In 
hopes of a partial duplication of his spectacular mining success in Korea, 
Hunt eventually bought gypsum mines near Black Canyon. Hedging his 
bet on southern Nevada's potential, he also dreamed of transforming 
fledgling Las Vegas into a resort city. The success of both ventures hinged 
on congressional approval for Boulder Dam, whose inexpensive power and 
tourist appeal were crucial to Hunt's plans. 

Convinced that the dam would be built, Hunt incorporated the 
Colorado River Exploration Company in 1924 and purchased 400 acres of 
land around what is today East Sahara Avenue. Along with Senator Key 
Pittman, Governor James Scrugham, and other Las Vegans, Hunt planned 
to build a 152-room resort hotel one mile southeast of the junction of 
Sahara and East Charleston Eoulevard. Ultimately, the skeptical partners 
pulled out of the scheme. Unwilling, to question Hunfs judgment, Rand 
minimizes Senator Pittman's valid concern that the proposed hotel was too 
far (almost two miles) from town. 

A lack of critical analysiS weakens the Las Vegas sections of Rand's 
book. For example, while there is no doubt that Hunts's early career re
flected considerable business acumen, his later years clearly did not. The 
ever-laudatory author observes that, follOwing the stock-market crash of 
October 1929, Bunt « remained confident,'~ but that " the truth finally 
dawned in ~1ay [when] he had lost virtually all of his cash reserves. ~, An 
effort to raise cash by selling his Sudanese lands around Khartoum also 
fai led because, as in Las Vegas, his property lay too far out a miscalcula
tion that Rand overlooks,. 

Undaunted, the always resourceful Hunt revived in the early 1930s his 
earlier plan to build a great resort hotel in Las Vegas this time closer to 
town on Fremont and Seventh streets. Unfortunately, a spring sandstorm 
enveloped the train that was bringing his California partners to Boulder 
Dam, and the deal was soon off. The author then asserts that" not until 
after World War II were investors willing to chance their funds on hotels 
in and around Las Vegas~' a statement that fails to recognize 
construction of the EI Rancho (1941) and Last Frontier (1942) hotels on 
the emerging Strip as well as the EI Cortez (1942) on Fremont Street near 
Hun t' s land. 

Despite these and other shortcomings, Rand's book is a useful contri
bution to the literature. Based on extensive research, it succeeds in plaCing 
Hunt within the larger context of American political and economic history. 
But the Nevada section needs some revising. 

Eugene P., ~loehring 
University afNevada, Las Vegas 
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The Legend of Baby Doe: The Life and Times of the Silver Queen of the 
West. By John Burke. Reprint, with introduction by Duane A. Smith. 
(Lincoln and London~ University of Nebraska Press, 1989 [1974]. 248 pp., 
notes, bibliography, index.) 

JOHN BURKE A PSEUDONYtt.1 OF Richard O'Connor, was a professional 
author who wrote biographies, mysteries, and popular histories. Among his 
more that sixty published volumes were several that had western subjects, 
including biographies of Buffalo BiH,. Bat ~1asterson, and" Wild Bill" 
Hickok. Burke's biography of Elizabeth McCourt Doe Tabor, first 
published in 1974 and reprinted by the University of Nebraska Press, is 
written in a breezy, offhand, and slightly racy style: " Elizabeth McCourt 
was undeniably, exuberantly nubile, yet there she was flaunting her calves 
in full view of an audience of both sexes " (p. 14). 

Appropriate to the period of its subject, this work is a stylistic cele
bration of an age of writing when men were men, women were women, 
ethnic stereotypes appear on every page, and the cliche is king of the 
declarative sentence. Burke describes a childhood in which the young 
Elizabeth McCourt displayed an early affinity for men,. whose company she 
immediately preferred to that of women. Her first husband, HaNey Doe, 
was a " mamma's boy" (p. 16), whose father brought the newly married 
couple to his mining claim in Central City, Colorado. 

The rest is part of the folklore of the American West. The Does di
vorced. Elizabeth, now known as Baby Doe, moved to Leadville, where 
she set her cap for Horace Tabor. C~ The man now framed in Baby Doe's 
Sights ,~ (p. 39) was an open-handed multimillionaire, whose generosity and 
profitable mining deals. had made him the talk of the Western Slope. Tabor 
eventually divorced his wife, Augusta, and Baby Doe became his mistress. 
Of her rapid liaison with and subsequent marriage to Tabor, Burke writes, 
" She had found herself a real man " (p. 77). He then chronicles the parade 
of disappointments visited upon the couple: ostracism by Denver society, 
political manipulations that denied Tabor the United States Senate seat he 
sought and thought he had bought, and finally a precipitous decline in 
their finances. Tabor ended up postmaster of Denver and died in 1899. 

Baby Doe, described by Burke as the ,~ Prettiest Widow in Colorado" 
(p. 179), outlived him by almost forty years. During this time, she tried to 
disentangle her late husband~s financial affairs and to guide the destinies of 
her two daughters. In both objects, she failed. ~1ost of all, she pursued her 
former wealth with Single-minded determination. The focus of her cam
paign was the Matchless ~'Hne in Leadville, where Tabor had found an im
probable fortune and his widow intended to find another. She moved to 
Leadville and became a local character and, over a period of years, a 
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recluse. She was found frozen to death in ~1arch 1935, still guarding the 
entrance to the Matchless. 

As history, Burke's biography has several failings. These are wen 
known to Duane A. Smith, whose introduction has the awkward task of 
justifying the republicatio.n of this book while at the same time acknowl
edging that the work is based in part on the fabrications that appeared in a 
seri·es of magazine articles published in True Story in 1938. Burke's book 
is also a generation out of date in its treatment of women in the West. 
Smith does an honorable job, and his description of the biography as 
,~ high-spirited, dramatic, very readable '" (po xii) appropriately emphasizes 
the positive. For the historian of the West, Smith's introductory essay 
should have been longer and Burke's biography shorter. 

~1alcolm J. Rohrbough 
University of Iowa 
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1905 State Directory 

The Society~s library recently received a copy of the Nevada
Califo·mia States Gazetteer and Business Directory. Vol. I, which was 
published by the Suits-Shuman Company of San Francisco in 1905. The 
first hundred pages of the volume constitute a directory of businesses and 
business people in Nevada's prinCipal communities, and represent the ear
liest published directory for the state in this century. (Apparently there 
was only one Suits-Shuman directory for the state; by 1907 R.L. Polk and 
Company was issuing a biennial directory and gazetteer for Nevada.) 

The 1905 volume contains the earliest know directory listings for such 
twentieth-century mining centers as Tonopah, Goldfield, Columbia and 
Bullfrog; and its numerous paid advertisements carry dozens of photo
graphiC views of stores and other business establishments. 

New Organizational Records 

During the past year, the Society has substantially increased its hold
ings of records from a variety of Nevada organizations. The Washoe 
County 4-H Club Leaders' Council has donated records for 1964-1989, 
which contain minutes of meetings, financial records, correspondence, and 
other materials relating to the direction of the 4-H Club program in the 
county; financial and membership records, correspondence, and minutes 
from the years 1945-1980 have been added to the Societ)ls existing col
lection of Nevada Home Economics Association records; ~1elody 
~1cPherson has added almost four decades (1949-1988) of membership 
records, guest books and other items from the Reno Branch of the 
American Association of University Women to our holdings of records 
from the Nevada State Division of that association; Rod Stock has ex
panded the Society's collection of programs, booklets, and other printed 
items from Nevada chapters of E Clampus Vitus; and papers from the 
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Yerington Women's Club, covering years 1914-1987, have been donated by 
Mrs. Rob ~1inister for inclusion in our extensive group of Nevada 
Federation ofWomen~s Clubs records. 

University of Nevada, Reno 
Special Collections Department 

Eric N. ~{oody 
Manuscript Curator 

The Department recently received a small, but important group of 
records from the Lake Tahoe Division of the El Dorado County Chamber 
of Commerce. Dating from its founding in 1938 to 1942, the collection in
cludes minutes, bylaws, correspondence, subject files and photos. The 
chamber lobbied hard for improvements to Highway 50 providing tourists 
with an easier access to the south end of the lake. They were also active in 
the 1938 ~~ lake level" hearing to lower the lake's water level to prevent 
future property damage from high water levels, as well as in a campaign 
that removed trees gro\Ving too close to roads because they were impairing 
driving. A guide for these records is available in the SpeCial Collections 
Department. 

Another new acquisition is a manuscript copy of what became the 
Writers' Program book, Nevada; A Guide to the Silver State, published in 
1940. This typescript copy consists of research papers complied by various 
authors under the direction of Jeanne Elizabeth Weir, founder and former 
director of the Nevada Historical Society; some of the papers were either 
edited or omitted in the final publication. 

Two important collections of papers relating to the Washo Indian 
Tribe have been donated to the Department. Edgar E. Siskin, author of 
' ·Vasho Shamans and Peyotists: Religious Conflict in an American Indian 
Tribe (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1983), donated field notes 
which formed the basis of his 1941 Yale University dissertation and the 
book noted above. These notes of Siskin's interviews with tribal members 
were compiled in 1937-1940, 1974 and 1981 and are accompanied by 
Siskin's photographs and a map of the Washo territory, drawn by George 
Snooks in 1937. 

The records of George F. Wright, attorney for the Washo Indian Tribe 
before the I nruan Clai ms Commission, have been donated to the 
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Department by Mrs. Lou Wright with the assistance of Professor Warren 
D' Azevedo. This collection consists of eleven cubic feet and will be ac
companied by a collection guide when processing is complete. 

Susan Searcy 
Manuscript Curator 
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